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國 立 政 治 大 學 碩 士 論 文 提 要 

研究所別：語言學研究所 

論文名稱：臺灣華語詞彙結構：詞彙聯想的實證 

指導教授：萬依萍 博士 

研 究 生：曾子伊 

論文內容：(共一冊，20,574 字，分六章；以下扼要說明內容，共 666 字) 

至今心理詞彙結構的相關理論和模型多數支持概念間的觸發連結是透過激發

作用(activation)傳遞的。而影響該連結與激發的因素又涵蓋詞頻、具體抽象度、真

詞作用(lexical effect)、詞性與音韻關聯。詞彙聯想測試被廣泛應用於心裡詞彙與記

憶的研究，透過反應詞與刺激詞之間的關係，來追究詞彙聯想與擷取過程中各階段

間的作用。然而目前多數與臺灣華語心理詞彙相關的研究並未以重要的語言學影響

因素為實驗設計基礎，因此本研究目標以涵蓋上述影響特徵的自由雙字詞彙聯想測

試，為臺灣華語心理詞彙結構提出一個概括性的探討。主要的研究問題分為兩大方

向：（一）語意與音韻何者對臺灣華語詞彙結構的影響較大？（二）各種語言學特

徵對臺灣華語詞彙結構的影響為何？ 

本研究提出的新興實驗方法，以平衡臺灣華語所有 21個音節子音首，在雙

字刺激詞的兩個子音音節首的分布，自 10位（5男 5女；平均年齡 23.8歲，標準

差 1.9歲）臺灣華語母語語者收集共 406個華語雙字詞彙。詞彙聯想結果顯示：

（一）臺灣華語詞彙偏向以語意組構；（二）語意關聯以聚合關係(paradigmatic 

relation)為主；語意、韻尾、名詞刺激詞與反應詞間的一致性等在臺灣華語詞彙結

構中有較強的連結。鑒於本研究尚有幾許研究限制，建議後續較大規模的跨聲調語

言研究；而本研究探討人類大腦詞彙的組構能對於未來在人類與人工智慧的神經網

路聯結上提供概括性參考與貢獻。 

關鍵詞：詞彙結構、詞彙聯想、心理詞彙、臺灣華語、語意與音韻關聯 
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ABSTRACT 

Current theories and models of lexical organization assume that the stimulation of 

an association results in an activation spreading to the related concepts within mental 

networks. Several factors have also been suggested to affect those connections to meet 

different purposes of lexical access such as frequency, imageability, lexical effect, lexical 

categories, and phonological similarity. Word association tasks have been widely 

implemented to psychological research of mental lexicon and memory; through the 

relations between stimuli and responses, different levels of processing are able to be traced. 

However, most research related to Mandarin lexicon investigated the associated responses 

without concerning linguistic features in Mandarin as the basis. The present study therefore 

aims to provide an outline of the lexical organization in Taiwan Mandarin by free word 

associations. Topics to be explored involve 1) the tendency of lexical organization, and 2) 

the influences of linguistic features in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon.  

With the new methodology conducted, in which the 21 possible onsets for 

disyllabic words and linguistic influences in Taiwan Mandarin are considered, total of 406 

responses are collected from ten Taiwan Mandarin native speakers (age mean= 23.8 years 

old; SD= 1.9; 5 males and 5 females). The results of free word associations in the present 

study suggest the following: 1) a semantic tendency of lexical organization in Taiwan 

Mandarin; 2) the tendency of paradigmatic relation, semantic instead of phonological 

relation, rhyming relation, and the consistency of syntactic categories in nouns are 

presented during associations in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon. However, regarding limited 

literature and the small scale of the present study, further research on phonological 

organization in mental lexicon across languages is suggested. The understanding of lexical 

organization in human brains may contribute to the further research on the functions of 

associations and networks between human and artificial intelligence. 

Keywords: Lexical networks, Word associations, Semantic-phonological organization, 

Mental lexicon, Taiwan Mandarin
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CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION 

Mental lexicon represents the structure of linguistic environment built in human 

minds and brains. It functions as a dictionary where we store the known words, and the 

organization of those words is different from people to people, i.e., each unique dictionary 

records how words are arranged after entering into one’s mind. Word formation in different 

languages with the linguistic constraints may be one of the factors that morphologically 

categorizes words together in the mental lexicon. Words with other similar linguistic 

features such as phonological, semantic, and syntactic ones are also possibly put in the 

same page of the mental dictionary, e.g., ‘cake’ and ‘cookie’ in English have the same part-

of-speech and initial sound; 開心  [kaj55ɕin55] and 愉快  [y35kʰwaj51] in Taiwan 

Mandarin share the similar meaning as a state of feeling happiness, and can be the same 

part-of-speech. Frequency plays an integral role in lexical organization as well, so some 

words may be bookmarked because of habitual usages or for different purposes in certain 

linguistic environments. Language usages make different demands upon the lexicon, which 

regards the mapping and decoding process between concepts and meanings with forms 

during perception and production. Therefore, understanding lexical organization in human 

minds may help with the exploration of the retrieval, comprehension, acquisition and usage 

of mental lexicon.  

Previous theories have been developed two major types of models detailing the 

possible lexical access as the sequential search models and parallel access models (e.g., 

Forster’s (1976) autonomous search model and Morton’s (1969) logogen model, 

respectively). On the other hand, numerous studies have put the focus on models of 

conceptual and lexical organization in mental lexicon. For example, Collins and Quillain’s 
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(1969) hierarchical network model; Collins and Loftus’ (1975) spreading activation 

network model of semantic representation; and Fromkin (1971), Garrett (1975) and 

Levelt’s (1983, 1989) models of speech production planning based on speech errors. To 

further explore the organization and interaction between semantics and phonology during 

lexical access and selection, the connectionist models were also developed with linguistic 

features linked through the activation spreading (e.g., McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Dell, 

1985, 1986, 1988).  

A common assumption shared by current theories of lexical organization is that the 

stimulation of an association results in an activation spreading to the related concepts 

within the mental networks. Several factors have been suggested to influence those 

connections that the spread of activation follows to meet different purposes of word 

retrieval and selection including frequency (e.g., Dell, 1990; Kittredge et al., 2008; Nozari 

et al., 2010), imageability (e.g., De Groot, 1989; De Deyne & Storms, 2008; Malhi, 2018), 

lexical effect (e.g., Dell, 1985; Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1991, 1992; Oppenheim & Dell, 2008), 

lexical categories (e.g., Dell, 1990; Nissen & Henriksen, 2006; De Simone & Collina, 

2016), and phonological similarity (e.g., Dell, 1985, 1986, 1988; Dell et al., 2000; Vitevitch, 

2008; Vitevitch & Goldstein, 2014; Beckage & Colunga, 2016; Rebei et al., 2019). With 

the influences concerned, psychological research of mental lexicon and memory have 

traditionally applied experiments such as the Stroop, lexical decision, word categorization, 

recognition memory, and word association tasks; or supported by the evidence from speech 

errors (e.g., Warren (1974) for the interference to memory between colors and words by a 

Stroop task; and De Groot (1989) for the relations of lexical frequency by the lexical 

decision and word association tasks). Word association tasks have been widely 
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implemented to develop semantic networks (e.g., Entwisle, 1966; Dell, Oppenheim & 

Kittredge, 2008; De Deyne et al., 2013) and to establish free-association norms of mental 

lexicon (e.g., Nelson et al. (2004) for English; Hu et al. (2017) for Mandarin Chinese). The 

relations between stimuli and responses have been accepted being able to trace different 

levels of word processing, ranging from phonology (e.g., Vitevitch, 2008; Vitevitch & 

Goldstein, 2014; Beckage & Colunga, 2016; Rebei, Anderson & Dell, 2019) to semantics 

(e.g., Entwisle, 1966; Nissen & Henriksen, 2006; Wan & Ting, 2019). Moreover, the 

frequency of responses is typically regarded as the strength of the connection between two 

words in the mental lexicon (e.g., Dell, 1990; Kittredge et al., 2008; Nozari et al., 2010). 

On the other hand, as mentioned above, different linguistic rules shaping languages 

can affect the lexical organization; therefore, to investigate the organization of mental 

lexicon in Taiwan Mandarin, the linguistic features of this language should be taken into 

account as the foundation first and supported by the experimental evidence later. However, 

most research related to Mandarin lexicon focuses on bilingual comparison (e.g., Lee, 2012; 

Zhao, 2013), or analyzes the responses to association tasks without the linguistic features 

in Mandarin concerned as the basis. Therefore, the possible influences on Mandarin lexicon 

such as word frequency, syllable type, syllable structure, tone structure, imageability and 

syntactic categories are all considered as the experimental foundation in the present study 

to fill this gap1. To further explore the lexical organization in the aspects of the relationship 

                                                           
1 Though several works related to word associations implemented experiments with monosyllabic 

words (e.g., Chen & Li, 2011), regarding the common tendency of disyllabification in the 

Mandarin lexicon (see Wang & Sun, 2015 for more information), only disyllabic words are 

involved in the word association task of the present study. 
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between phonology and semantics with parts-of-speech in Taiwan Mandarin, a free word 

association task will be conducted with disyllabic nouns and verbs in the present study2. 

During the word association task, participants are required to produce the first word 

emerging in their mind upon a lexical item as the stimulus presentation every trail. The 

analyses and the categorizations of responses to the free word association tasks are later 

concentrating the relations between phonology and semantic in the Mandarin lexicon with 

the effects of parts-of-speech and lexicography explored as well.  

The following chapter will review the basic and classic concepts of mental lexicon 

proposed by the previous scholars with the methodology of the present study explained in 

the third chapter. The results of the free word association task will be presented in the 

fourth chapter with the findings discussed in the fifth chapter. Finally, the research 

limitations and suggestions will be stated with a conclusion remarked in the last chapter. 

 

  

                                                           
2 Even though the word association task is commonly applied to assess semantic memory in 

psycholinguistics, the aspect of the phonology will be investigated as well in the present study; 

therefore, the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols will be used to identify and analyze 

the phonological relations among Taiwan Mandarin words. As for the material involved in the 

tasks for the participants, the words will be presented as Mandarin Phonetic Symbols (MPS; 

Zhuyin Symbols) to get rid of the influences from lexicography (for more information please see 

Chapter Three). 
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CHAPTER TWO. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Mental lexicon functions as a word storage in human mind, in which concepts are 

mapping to words, and words are connected to each other by shared features relevant to 

phonological, morpho-syntactic, and semantic functions. Numerous studies have already 

proposed the conceptual and lexical organization by various models of meaning and sound 

to investigate the structure and access in the mental lexicon. For example, Collins and 

Quillain’s (1969) hierarchical network model; Smith, Shoben and Rips’ (1974) feature 

comparison model; and Collins and Loftus’ (1975) spreading activation network model of 

semantic representation. Fromkin (1971), Garrett (1975) and Levelt’s (1983, 1989) models 

of speech production planning based on speech errors have contributed as well. With the 

concept of the activation spreading mentioned, the connectionist models were also 

developed to explain the organization and interaction between semantics and phonology 

during lexical access and selection (e.g., McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Dell, 1985, 1986, 

1988). Several key factors influencing word access and organization were suggested by 

various empirical findings mainly including frequency effect, imageability, lexical bias, 

lexical categories, and phonological similarity (e.g., Dell (1990), Kittredge, Dell, 

Verkuilen and Schwartz (2008), and Nozari, Kittredge, Dell and Schwartz (2010) for 

frequency effect; De Groot (1989), De Deyne and Storms (2008), and Malhi (2018) for 

imageability; Dell (1985), Dell and O’Seaghdha (1991, 1992), and Oppenheim and Dell 

(2008) for lexical bias; Dell (1990), Nissen and Henriksen (2006), and De Simone and 

Collina (2016) for lexical categories; Dell (1985, 1986, 1988), Dell, Reed, Adams and 

Meyer (2000), Vitevitch (2008), Vitevitch and Goldstein (2014), Beckage and Colunga 

(2016), and Rebei, Anderson and Dell (2019) for phonological similarity).  
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Through the above models of conceptual and lexical organization in the mental 

lexicon, the psychological networks between sounds and meanings in the Mandarin lexicon 

are intended to be outlined in the present study. To introduce the basic and classic concepts 

of the mental lexicon proposed by the previous scholars, in this chapter, the English lexical 

access and organization will be investigated first, followed by some previous studies in the 

Mandarin mental lexicon. The models of English mental lexicon built by previous 

researchers with their reviews on the development of psycholinguistic theories will be 

presented in the section 2.1 along with the models of meanings and sounds, and those of 

semantic and phonological organizations will be demonstrated in 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 

respectively. The influences of the English word access and organization will be discussed 

in the section 2.2. Evidence on different research methodologies of English word 

association tasks in Mandarin will be reviewed in the section 2.3. Mandarin mental lexicon 

and studies of word association tasks will be researched with the language differences 

against English considered in the section 2.4. Finally, the research questions and 

hypotheses will be proposed in the last section.  

2.1 Mental Lexicon 

Not only as a knowledge storage, mental lexicon is also assumed to reflect the 

linguistic environment due to the acquisition, retrieval, and usage of mental lexicon as a 

network derived from languages. A number of researchers have put much effort to explore 

the English mental lexicon for accessing approximations of the structure of language and 

knowledge stored in human minds and brains. Levelt (1993) described mental lexicon as a 

repository of knowledge about the words of the language, which is a listing of four features, 

i.e., meaning, syntactic properties, morphological specification, and phonological 
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segments. Jarema and Libben (2007) defined the mental lexicon as the cognitive system 

that constitutes the capacity for lexical activity. Aitchison (2012) mentioned that the mental 

lexicon should be regarded as a metaphor with links, cores, and frameworks but not 

locations or fixed details, where language and cognition overlap and interact for the 

purpose of easy production and comprehension, i.e., communication. Vitevitch and 

Goldstein (2014) found that keywords occupy a unique position in the English lexicon, in 

which the overall distance of keywords is minimized and held together as smaller 

components. De Deyne, Verheyen and Storms (2016) further discussed the macro-, meso-, 

and microscopic properties of mental lexicon to conclude and organize previous viewpoints 

from broad aspects to specific ones. The macroscopic level covers all the connections 

between the concept representations; the mesoscopic level presents a subset in the network, 

i.e., the meaning of words, achieved by computing the distance through a set of direct and 

indirect paths connecting them; the microscopic level explains the function of the network 

in terms of the effects of variables to the connections such as word frequency, imageability, 

and semantic properties. 

Having the concept and structure of the mental lexicon relatively concrete, 

numerous models presented by previous researchers symbolizing mental lexicon as a 

network consist of nodes representing lexicalized concepts, and lines between these nodes 

linking lexico-semantic relationships in the lexicon. For example, the models of meaning 

such as Collins and Quillain’s (1969) hierarchical network model, and Smith, Shoben and 

Rips’ (1974) feature comparison model, along with Collins and Loftus’ (1975) spreading 

activation network model; the models of speech production planning such as Fromkin 
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(1971), Garrett (1975) and Levelt’s (1983 and 1989) models; and the models about the 

interaction between semantics and phonology during lexical access by connectionism.  

2.1.1 Models of Meaning: Semantic Representation 

Semantic networks are often used to represent the organization of the connection 

between meaning of words in mental lexicon regarding cognitive processes of language. 

Therefore, words should be connected to those with the related meanings, and the strength 

of the connection should represent the semantic similarity between two words. However, 

semantic networks function more complicated than shared meanings because the semantic 

features can be connected dependent on context; semantic relations capture more than 

shared meanings, but also can be refer to hierarchical, inclusional and other complex 

relationships. 

To investigate such semantic organization, Collins and Quillian (1969) presented 

the first cognitive model of semantic representation as Figure 2-1-1. 

Figure 2-1-1. An example of a hierarchically organized memory structure in Collins and 

Quillian (1969) 
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This hierarchical network model demonstrates that lexical meanings are arranged by 

increasing features with the relation to those at the highest relevant level. Words are stored 

with pointers to those at the same level, and with semantic connections between associated 

concepts. The model groups and labels the associated semantic features which can be 

subdivided into a subordinate category, and the superordinate layer is similarly to be 

included in a higher category. For example, the associated semantic representation of ‘Bird’ 

are pointed with the connections as ‘has wings’, ‘can fly’ and ‘has feathers’, and it shares 

the increasing feature of ‘Animal’, in the higher level—level 2, with the semantic 

representation of ‘Fish’, in the same level—level 1. The cognitive economy of the mental 

lexicon thus seems able to be achieved via this hierarchical structure. 

Smith, Shoben and Rips (1974) therefore based on the feature similarity and created 

the feature comparison model that the meaning of a word can be represented as a list of 

semantic features. Some of these features indicate essential aspects to the meaning of a 

word, i.e., defining features, while others show accidental aspects i.e., characteristic 

features. Therefore, defining features concern the inclusional relationships in a category; 

characteristic features refer to the common but unnecessary features that members of the 

category have. The distinction between semantic representations thus takes its place by 

listing, ordering, and comparing their overlapping features. For example, the comparison 

and distinction of the features between ‘bird’ and ‘canary’ are that both of them have the 

defining features of ‘can fly’ and ‘has wings’, but ‘is yellow’ can only be the defining 

features for ‘canary’ as a characteristic feature. In other words, since ‘canary’ contains 

more defining features than ‘bird’, this also illustrates another idea of Smith et al. that the 

more the number of defining features, the more abstract the lexical item is. However, even 
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the feature comparison model classifies the semantic distances between shared features by 

comparison, and solved some problems from the hierarchical network model, the 

distinction between defining and characteristic features is unclear3.  

Collins and Loftus (1975) further represented another type of semantic networks 

on semantic relations as the activation spreading and accumulating from the given initial 

priming, as shown in Figure 2-1-2.  

Figure 2-1-2. An example of a spreading activation model in Collins and Loftus (1975) 

Unlike the strict hierarchy and redundant processing as former models have, the spreading 

activation model presents as a complex web to express the more complicated relations 

                                                           
3 Smith, Shoben and Rips (1974) argued that more typical members of a category should be 

verified more quickly when processing the semantic representation, i.e., frequency effects. 

However, this process was not dealt with in the hierarchical network model (Collins & Quillian, 

1969), in which all members of a category are treated as equal members of that category (see 

Smith, Shoben & Rips, 1974; also Reeves, Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1998 for more information). 
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between semantic representations. Nodes are the semantic representations connected by 

lines where the length of each line shows the degree of association between two concepts, 

i.e., semantic distance. With the activation spread between several nodes simultaneously, 

the nodes can accumulate in various states of activation that can be further spread to other 

nodes connected. As one can see in the figure, if the initial priming was given as ‘Red’, 

some of the activations may spread to a subordinate category that seemingly can be named 

as ‘fruit’ (in the right side of the ‘Red’ node), in which the direct connections only shown 

from ‘Red’ to ‘Apples’ and ‘Cherries’, but not ‘Pears’, which also shares the connection 

with both ‘Apples’ and ‘Cherries’. Therefore, there is an indirect connection between ‘Red’ 

and ‘Pears’, but somehow they simultaneously share the direct relations with ‘Apples’ and 

‘Cherries’, respectively. 

2.1.2 Models of Speech Production Planning 

 At the same time, several speech production planning models were also proposed 

since the attention on the processing of phonological encoding for serial-order speech error 

patterns during the lexical retrieval and organization (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975; 

Levelt, 1983, 1989). Following Fromkin’s (1971) model that first specified the stages and 

representations in speech production based on speech errors, Garrett (1975) proposed a 

more detailed speech production planning model starting from a message level that 

conveys information by words encoding with concepts and other linguistic features shown 

as Figure 2-1-3. 
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Figure 2-1-3. Garrett’s (1975) speech production processing model 

According to this model, to generate a production, messages with concepts embedding in 

words are selected and attached with grammatical encodings in the function level, and 

therefore phonological encodings, for instance, syllabification and prosody, are placed into 

the slots of selected phonetic segments in the position level, for preparing pronounceable 

patterns in the sound level before introduced to the articulatory gestures. It is the position 

level where sounds, morphemes, or words exchange in Garrett’s model that makes it 

different from Fromkin’s model, in which the phonological rules determining the fully 

specified phonetic segments are applied. 

 With the observation that speakers tend to self-monitor their intended productions, 

Levelt (1983, 1989) followed Garrett’s outline to create a model including four levels of 

processing, the message level, the functional level, the positional level, and the 

phonological level with the interaction processing between grammatical and phonological 

encodings as Figure 2-1-4.  
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Figure 2-1-4. An overview of language production processes reviewed in Bock and Levelt 

(1994) 

The processes of the phonological encoding comprising both sound and intonation forms 

interact with that of the grammatical encoding comprising both selection of lexical 

concepts and syntactic properties in the functional level and the positional level. Therefore, 

this model seems to more specifically provide a further explanation of the stages where 

different patterns of speech errors occur according to which specific linguistic features 

being dealt with. For example, word exchanges accounting for lexical selection and 

syntactic feature assignment will happen during the functional process before the 

occurrences of sounds errors in the last stage, phonological encoding, which deals with 

both the phonological segments of word forms and the prosody of larger units (e.g., Bock 

& Levelt, 1994).  

Through the models of semantic representation and spoken word production 

discussed in this section, the organization of the semantic relations and phonological 

processes in the mental lexicon are included. In the following section, the models of lexical 
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access regarding the interaction between semantics and phonology will be introduced to 

further propose the activation between perceptual stimuli about a lexical item and other 

linguistic units, and gradually develop the bidirectional connections of access routes to 

lexical production. 

2.1.3 Organization between Semantics and Phonology: Connectionism 

Regarding the speech production planning models based on serial-order speech 

errors (Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975) and the previous network models (e.g., Collins & 

Loftus, 1975; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981), Dell (1985) further proposed the 

bidirectional connections between nodes we discussed above to explain that not only do 

activated letter units send activation to all words that contain them, but the words also send 

activation back to the letter units in language production. The nodes in the network stand 

for linguistic units such as concepts, words, morphemes, phonemes, and phonemic features, 

as well as syllables and syllabic constituents, and these conceptual nodes thereby define 

the words by connecting to other nodes. Dell (1986) reviewed his former model to construct 

the model on the basis of spreading activation network from the semantic to the 

phonological level, and supported by the experimental evidence from phonological 

encoding as Figure 2-1-5.  
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Figure 2-1-5. A sample of a network for phonological encoding in Dell (1986)  

This model contributes the explanation of the linguistic causes to speech errors with the 

internal representations of utterances-to-be-spoken by both top-down and bottom-up 

connections. The demonstration of the various linguistic units fitting into nodes includes 

syllables, consonant clusters, rimes, morphemes, and phonological features. Each of the 

phonemic nodes is marked as onset, nucleus or coda. A linguistic representation that 

involves in various units must be represented by matched nodes such as /k/, one of which 

is marked as a potential onset and another one as a potential coda. 

Dell (1988) further assumed that the only levels of lexical representation are a word 

and a phoneme level, i.e., two aspects of the lexical network are words and sounds. 

Illustrating the higher hierarchical aspect of the model we saw above as Figure 2-1-5, 

another advanced model followed presents the distinction between the lexical and word-

shape networks with the demonstration of the connections between two networks by the 

dotted lines, and the sequence of activation by the arrows between phoneme nodes in the 
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word-shape network as Figure 2-1-6. 

Figure 2-1-6. The lexical and word-shape networks in the model by Dell (1988) 

In this case, the intended phrase to illustrate in the model is ‘deal back’ labeled by 

numbered flags on the word nodes through the process of activation and spread of 

activation from the word ‘deal’ to the selection of phonemes before the sounds of ‘back’ 

are retrieved and selected in proper order. 

According to Dell et al. (1999), since the complexity of the mapping from 

perception to production during the process of word recognition and retrieval, the lexical 

access is divided to two steps—lemma selection and phonological encoding. To process 

the language acquisition, comprehension and production, a concept is mapped onto a 

lemma, a nonphonological representation with the grammatical properties of a word, and 

the lemma will be transformed into an organized sequence of speech sounds. Therefore, 

words are accessed and ordered also by their grammatical similarities, and their sounds are 

retrieved and organized for articulations.  
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Suggested by various findings of the models of lexical access that word recognition 

and retrieval are influenced by several key characteristics of words, in the next section, the 

influences of word access and organization will be investigated based on the viewpoints of 

the structure of the mental lexicon models we discussed before. 

2.2 Influences of Word Access and Organization  

Word access and organization are sorted and influenced by the following factors: 

(a) frequency effect, (b) imageability, (c) lexical bias, (d) lexical categories, and (e) 

phonological similarity4. For instance, evidence of frequency effect was found by Dell 

(1990), Kittredge, Dell, Verkuilen and Schwartz (2008), and Nozari, Kittredge, Dell and 

Schwartz (2010); evidence of imageability was found by De Groot (1989), De Deyne and 

Storms (2008), and Malhi (2018); evidence of lexical bias was found by Dell (1985), Dell 

and O’Seaghdha (1991, 1992), and Oppenheim and Dell (2008); evidence of lexical 

categories was found by Dell (1990), Nissen and Henriksen (2006), and De Simone and 

Collina (2016); evidence of phonological similarity was found by Dell (1985, 1986, 1988), 

Dell, Reed, Adams and Meyer (2000), Vitevitch (2008), Vitevitch and Goldstein (2014), 

Beckage and Colunga (2016), and Rebei, Anderson and Dell (2019). 

To understand and figure out the possible variabilities which may affect the result 

of the word association tasks in the present study, the influences of lexical access is mainly 

                                                           
4 Several studies also concerned the effect from the age of acquisition in lexical retrieval; 

however, this influence does not fit the research purpose in the present study, so it will not be 

discussed thoroughly. 
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according to Reeves et al.’s (1998) organization regarding the evidence from other 

researchers mentioned above, and will be carefully discussed in the following sections5.  

2.2.1 Frequency 

 Frequency effect is caused by words being experienced in diverse contexts rather 

just an individual’s language experience. Evidence from a large number of research have 

been consistently shown that lexical frequency has an effect on lexical processing. Dell 

(1990) applied a spreading-activation model of lexical retrieval in both production and 

recognition, and found that it was frequency but not the vocabulary types (function and 

content morphemes) that put influences on phonological errors. Kittredge et al. (2008) 

found evidence from aphasic picture-naming error that lexical frequency had significant 

influences on both phonologically and semantically related errors. Nozari, Kittredge, Dell 

and Schwartz (2010) found that results were sensitive to frequency effect in both aphasic 

picture naming and auditory word repetition tasks with both of the semantic and 

phonological steps involved. 

Further pieces of the evidence about the frequency effects were located such as at 

the retrieval of a word’s phonological and semantic characteristics. Therefore, frequency 

effect influences the way a word being chosen to produce for a presentation of the meaning 

that a speaker wants to convey. The principle of frequency in lexical access also interacts 

with concreteness which will be introduced in the following. 

                                                           
5 Reeves, Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1998) proposed five factors influencing word access and 

organization including frequency, imageability and concreteness and abstractness, semantics, 

grammatical class, and phonology. 
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2.2.2 Imageability 

 Imageability deals with the issue between concreteness and abstractness of a 

concept, in which the former concept is easier to be come up with internal pictures such as 

‘tree’; on the contrary, the latter one is more difficult to generate an image of the word 

meaning, for instance, ‘freedom’. As mentioned in the last section, imageability also 

interacts with frequency; therefore, words with high frequency and high concreteness (e.g., 

‘apple’) are best accessed and recalled, and vice versa. That is, in comparison, abstract 

words with low frequency are later and/or more difficult to be retrieved from the mental 

lexicon. De Groot (1989) found that word imageability strongly determines responses in 

word association, and this effect also interacts with the frequency variable in lexical 

decision task. However, De Deyne and Storms’ (2008) experimental results somehow 

contradicted De Groot’s finding that most core nodes in the mental lexicon have high 

frequency due to being early acquired, i.e., the nodes are therefore retrieved more times, 

but not necessarily associated with mental imagery. On the other hand, Caplan and Madan 

(2016) also proposed that imageability is one of the most important factors that involves in 

the process of the lexical access and organization. In their research, words with higher 

imageability were better recalled than those with lower imageability during the associative 

processing; furthermore, that was the imageability instead of the lexical effect, a preference 

on a real word or not, that enhanced the strength between association and memory. 

Therefore, concrete words with rich semantic representations are attested to be accessed 

easier and be stored deeper in the brain, i.e., in the core of the mental lexicon. 
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2.2.3 Lexical Bias 

Most evidence of lexical bias effect come from speech errors, and this effect refers 

to the tendency for phonological speech errors to result in real words rather than nonwords. 

One of the general effects on phoneme-morpheme feedback in the model proposed by Dell 

(1985) is lexical bias, i.e., a speaker would have the tendency to create morphemes for an 

existent word. The causes of lexical bias were described with his explanations of the 

semantic influences on different levels of the language perception including the effects of 

the lexical context on the perception of letters. Also, the semantic stimuli on the perception 

of words, and that on the production of a string of phonemes lead to the lexical bias effect 

as well. This effect has been supported by the latter studies about lexical priming and the 

stages of lexical access (e.g., Dell & O’Seaghdha, 1991, 1992). Oppenheim and Dell (2008) 

further examined both lexical bias and phonemic similarity effect between inner and overt 

speech, in which the inner speech indicates the voices produced in mind, and the latter one 

means the speech spoken out loud. The results contributed that lexical bias presented in 

both inner and overt speech errors, which demonstrate the great effect of the lexical bias 

for the lexical access and organization. 

2.2.4 Syntactic Category 

Different syntactic categories serve different functions in language. Words from 

different syntactic categories operate differently in terms of the manner and degree of 

integration into the word web, along with the way to establish vertical and horizontal 

semantic and syntactic relations to other words. Therefore, it is important to distinguish 
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their respective networks and understand its influences on the lexical access and 

organization. 

In Dell’s experiment (1990) about the effects of frequency and vocabulary type on 

phonological speech errors, the evidence showed a distinctive frequency effect between 

two types of vocabulary, i.e., function and content words, when they were presented as a 

whole syntactic unit, even if the function and content morphemes were not distinguished 

in the lexical access and recognition. Nissen and Henriksen (2006) found a clear evidence 

of lexical category affecting the responses in word association test, especially that nouns 

elicit a higher proportion of paradigmatic responses than verbs and adjectives. Words are 

classified as paradigmatic relation by being distinguished between alternative semantic 

connections, but locating within the same syntactic slot; words are classified as syntagmatic 

relation by connecting syntactic relations and combining the semantic connections.  

De Simone and Collina (2016) proposed an evidence of the syntactic category 

effects from the activation of lexical categories. This type of activation conveys between 

the representation of the lexical categories during lexical access and production, and before 

the target word is selected, all the candidate word with strong connections, i.e., the words 

sharing the same grammatical category, spreads the activation to each other. Furthermore, 

the syntactic category effects were considered as independent from semantic in their 

experiments because they still emerged though one of the influences was controlled. 

2.2.5 Phonological Similarity 

Phonology constructs the integral basis of language network representations. A 

large amount of studies have investigated phonological networks mostly by the analysis of 
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speech production errors (e.g., Dell, 1985, 1986, 1988; Dell, Reed, Adams & Meyer, 2000; 

Vitevitch, 2008; Vitevitch & Goldstein, 2014; Beckage & Colunga, 2016; Rebei, Anderson 

& Dell, 2019). Dell, Reed, Adams and Meyer (2000) proposed that the presence of 

nonwords from phonological speech errors happens often, but the chance of the violation 

of phonotactic constraints shows relatively small because the preferences that certain 

phonemes appear in the position of the word-initial or word-final are ruled by the language. 

Take English consonant [ŋ] for example, if [n] is mispronounced as [ŋ], the [ŋ] will always 

appear in the word-final. Phonological similarity was illustrated as well when Vitevitch 

(2008) presented a small portion of the English phonological network by 20,000 English 

word-forms for word speech and the neighbors of speech, in which nodes represent words 

in the lexicon; links connect words with phonological similarity as Figure 2-2-1 below. 

Figure 2-2-1. A sample of words from the English phonological network analyzed in 

Vitevitch (2008) 

The figure illustrates the word speech, the neighbors of speech, and the neighbors of those 

neighbors. For example, the node for the word ‘peach’ /pitʃ/ would have a link connecting 
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it to the nodes representing the words ‘preach’ /pɹitʃ/, ‘peat’ /pit/, ‘patch’ /pæ tʃ/, ‘each’ /itʃ/, 

etc. These examples explain the phonological similarity of the words with /p/ as the onset, 

their minimal pairs (e.g., ‘preach’ /pɹitʃ/ and ‘each’ /itʃ/), or words with similar 

phonological conditions (e.g., ‘speak’ /spik/ and ‘speed’ /spid/). The first two ones connect 

to each other directly; however, the latter ones have at least one node between them in the 

phonological network of the mental lexicon.  

Beckage and Colunga (2016) mentioned the same phonological similarity as 

Vitevitch based on ‘edit distance’, i.e., transformations (e.g., substitution, insertion, and 

deletion) of one word into another word by a series of phoneme changes. For example, the 

word ‘kit’ can transfer to ‘hit’ with the substitution of the onset from /k/ to /h/; to the word 

‘skit’ via inserting another consonant /s/ in the word-initial to constitute the consonant 

cluster /sk/; to the word ‘it’ by deleting the onset /k/ and remaining the rhyme. 

2.3 Word Association Task 

 Word association is assumed able to encode mental representations and reflect 

fundamental characteristics of the relations between words in the mental lexicon. Since it 

allows the concepts to be free from the use of pragmatics for extended purpose, or break 

out of the frame of syntax as a sentence, word association is believed to be simply the 

reflection from mental constraints of what prominently comes to mind.  

In this section, numerous word association tasks will be reviewed as a serious of 

examples to investigate the appropriateness of the research methodology in this study. 

Types and purposes of tasks are described by the way that cued words are perceived for 

association, i.e., how those words can be associated (e.g., the word ‘leaf’ may be associated 
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by the cued word ‘tree’), and the relations between responses as well as between stimuli 

and responses during associations. Free and controlled association tasks (e.g., Nelson et al., 

2004; Sailor et al., 2009) will be introduced first, followed by the tasks with single and 

continuous word responses (e.g., De Deyne et al., 2013; Aldridge et al., 2018), and the 

responses of stimuli with syntagmatic or paradigmatic relations (e.g., Entwisle, 1966; 

Nissen & Henriksen, 2006; Dell, Oppenheim & Kittredge, 2008). 

2.3.1 Free versus Controlled Association 

According to the access that cued words are perceived, two types of word 

association tasks can be classified. Free association allows an examinee to give the 

response associated directly from the cued word; while the controlled association provides 

the fixed responses to the targets for a participant to choose the preferences which relate to 

the cues more. Examples of each type of tasks are presented in the following. One of the 

most famous free association tasks were implemented by Nelson, McEvoy and Schreiber 

(2004) in which the examinees were allowed to produce only a single word in response to 

another word given as input. The researchers also proposed that this type of association can 

provide a relative response, rather than an absolute one, which agrees with the underlying 

networks with general constraints. 

On the other hand, De Young, Lavender, Washington, Looby and Anderson (2010) 

conducted a controlled association task in which the participants were required to sort 

words into categories when the categories are paired with one another. Therefore, the 

participants may need to decide a cued word (e.g., spider) belongs in, for instance, the 
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‘good’ or ‘flower’ category, or the ‘bad’ or ‘insect’ category, and the result suggested 

decreasing discomfort from pre- to post-test for words that were targeted in the task.  

2.3.2 Continued versus Single Response  

Regarding the process of the perceived cues are associated, two types of word 

association tasks can be classified. Continued word association allows a sequence of 

associated responses which is naturally seen as dynamic process for a stream of ideas, while 

single word association limits the response only one directly association from each cued 

word to prevent the possibility of other indirect or unrelated associations. 

In the research of De Deyne, Navarro, and Storms (2013), each participant was 

permitted to generate free associations for three different responses to each cue. The result 

reported that this type of format enables a better approximation of weak connections in the 

network, and also provides better predictions of lexical access and semantic relatedness. 

On the other hand, since more responses given to the same cued word, the associative 

connections may become less predictable and less well researched, Aldridge, Fontaine, 

Bowen, and Smith (2018) suggested to focus on the tasks with single response to explore 

the access of the mental lexicon. Their result also illustrated that the more the responses 

are elicited, the weaker the connections they have. 

2.3.3 Semantic vs. Phonological Relation 

The lexical organization in the mental lexicon reveals word development and 

knowledge; the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations therefore suggest the function of 

language exposure and the knowledge of an individual word. Research by word association 

tasks usually analyzes the result of the responses to the prompt words regarding the relation 
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between paradigmatic and syntagmatic shift (e.g., Entwisle, 1966; Nissen & Henriksen, 

2006; Sheng, McGregor & Marian, 2006; Dell, Oppenheim & Kittredge, 2008).  

Words are classified as paradigmatic relation by distinguished between alternative 

semantic connections, in terms of one of the semantic relations of synonymy, antonymy, 

hyponymy or meronymy, but locating within the same syntactic slot, i.e., the same word 

class. In addition, the words which could be understood as a conventional and commonly 

accepted icon or symbol of the target word (e.g., ‘love’ and ‘heart’) can also be categorized 

as this relation. By contrast, words are classified into syntagmatic relation by connecting 

syntactic relations and the semantic combination, i.e., with a different word class that the 

target word has (e.g., ‘dog’ and ‘bark’). Also, words in the same syntactic category could 

still be classified as syntagmatic relation when a clear sequential connection happens (e.g., 

compound relations as ‘accident’ and ‘car accident’, or argument relations as ‘accident’ 

and ‘car’).  

Numerous studies targeting on paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations from the 

responses of word association tasks are discussed. In Entwisle’s (1966) word association 

tasks, the unequal proportion of responses between syntagmatic and paradigmatic relation 

was reported that a higher amount of responses with the paradigmatic relation to noun 

targets was found, while a negative correlation between verb and adverb associates showed 

for the syntactic relation. Nissen and Henriksen (2006) have demonstrated that target words 

with different syntactic categories tend to trigger a distinguishing proportion of 

paradigmatic and syntagmatic responses that nouns prime a higher proportion of 

paradigmatic responses than verbs and adjectives. Dell, Oppenheim and Kittredge (2008) 

investigated the function between the syntagmatic and paradigmatic interference in speech 
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production. They found that during speech production, semantic information is dealt by 

paradigmatic relation while syntagmatic relation retrieves and predicts the words.  

On another hand, as we mentioned in the section 2.2.5, many studies have 

investigated phonological relation in term of syllable structure within word association by 

the analysis of speech production errors (e.g., Dell, 1988; Meyer, 1991; Adams & Meyer, 

2000; Vitevitch, 2008; Rebei, Anderson & Dell, 2019). Most of them all found that 

syllable-initial consonants work in a distinct way when participating in phonological errors. 

For example, in Meyer’s (1991) speech production tasks with disyllable cued words, 

segments within a syllable retrieved in order was reported that the entire first syllable of 

the responses showed a stronger connection to the targets than just the onset. In Vitevitch’s 

(2008) demonstration of English phonological network, words with the same initial 

consonant (e.g., ‘peach’ and ‘peat’), and minimal pairs including the same onset, rhyme, 

or coda (e.g., ‘peach’, ‘preach’ and ‘each’) showed direct connections to the target word 

while others with loose phonological similarity (e.g., ‘peach’ and ‘speak’) have only 

indirect connections.  

2.4 Mandarin Mental Lexicon and Word Association 

In this section, previous works on the Mandarin mental lexicon and word 

association tasks will be reviewed and investigated for approaching to the research target 

of the present study. Theories of Mandarin lexicon will be introduced (e.g., Huang & Hsieh, 

2015; Hsieh, 2006, 2016), followed by some studies about the influences on the lexical 

access and organization in the mental lexicon (e.g., Zhang, 2010; Zhao, 2012; Yu, 2014; 

Wan & Ting, 2019). As for the reviews of the word association tasks, those in Beijing 
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Mandarin (e.g., Da & Lee, 2000; Zhao, 2013; Zhang & Chen, 2018) and in Taiwan 

Mandarin (e.g., Chen, Chen & Dell, 2002; Huang et al, 2009; Lee & Lee, 2011; Hu et al, 

2017) will be discussed separately considering the language differences between two 

dialects of Mandarin, which affect the result of association6. 

2.4.1 Mandarin Mental Lexicon 

Since lexicon is viewed as the repository of conceptual structures of a language, 

understanding the lexicon can be an access to explore the mapping between concept and 

lexicon to represent meaning in the mental lexicon. Considering the heavy dependence of 

Mandarin lexicon on its morpho-semantics system resulting from its relationship between 

orthography and language, few models have been proposed to explain how Mandarin 

lexicography reflects its conceptual organization in the mental lexicon (e.g., Huang & 

Hsieh, 2015; Hsieh, 2006, 2016)7.  

Based on the idea of character-centered lexicon in Mandarin minds, Huang and 

Hsieh (2015) reviewed previous studies and proposed that Mandarin lexicon is encoded 

the conventionalized semantic information by the orthographic system due to poverty of 

morpho-syntactic markings contained inside. A pyramid structure model schematizes their 

                                                           
6 Chinese language relates to the terms such as ‘Mandarin’, ‘Standard Chinese’, ‘Modern 

Chinese’, and ‘Putonghua’, which all refer to the language based on Beijing speech (see Wang & 

Sun, 2015 for more). In the present study, only broad Beijing Mandarin and Taiwan Mandarin are 

involved, other specific dialects of Mandarin will be not identified thoroughly. 

7 In Mandarin writing system, radicals can compose various characters, and characters can 

constitute various words. Sometimes a single radical can be a character, and a single character 

can be a mono-syllabic word. 
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viewpoints by a three-layered representation to present how characters can contain the core 

conceptual information in Mandarin as Figure 2-4-1.  

 

Figure 2-4-1. The pyramid structure model in Hsieh (2006, 2016). 

The interactions between characters and morphemes in the character level constitute the 

interface of concept and word, i.e., the character level reflects the conceptual organization 

in the mental lexicon. Characters with similar conceptual information will group as a 

cluster together in the middle level, and construct the connections down to the word level, 

where the words are connected to each other through different semantic relations. This 

model offers the demonstration of the connections and representations from the semantic 

system to the orthographic system in Mandarin. 

Therefore, rich linguistic information encoded by its character system in Mandarin 

also offers its semantic networking some clues how a word relates to other words with 

semantic similarity. Besides the syntagmatic relations exist between words that occur 
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together in syntactic structures, Huang and Hsieh (2015) further concluded several 

subcategories of the semantic paradigmatic relations in Mandarin that are also supported 

by his another project, Chinese WordNet 8 . For example, synonymy shares the same 

meaning (e.g., [cong2bu4]/[cong2wei4] ‘never’); near-synonymy has similar meanings 

(e.g., [bao1rong2]/[rong2ren3], ‘tolerate/endure’); antonymy contrasts meanings (e.g., 

[sheng1]/[si3] ‘life/death’); hypernymy/hyponymy defines a ‘type of’ relation (e.g., 

[ge1]/[min2yao2] ‘song/folk song’); holonymy/meronymy indicates a ‘part of’ relation of 

meaning (e.g., [shou3]/[shou3zhang3] ‘hand/palm’), and so on. A similar categorization is 

also applied by Wan and Ting (2019) when investigating the lexical-semantic relationships 

in Mandarin lexicon by lexical substitution speech errors. They classified performance 

errors into the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations, in which the latter one contains five 

major subcategories involving coordinates, subsumatives, contrastive, near-synonymy, and 

association (e.g., [dongci]/[mingci] ‘verb/noun’; [xiaohai]/[ren] ‘child/person’; [leng]/[re] 

‘cold/hot’; [wanxiao]/[xiaohua] ‘joke’; [gui]/[hao] ‘expensive/good’ respectively).  

Another corpus study of lexical speech errors in Mandarin by Tang and Wan (2019) 

further categorized the semantic lexical errors with the interaction between both 

phonological and sematic relations considered as Table 2-4-1.  

 

                                                           
8 Starting from 2003, this project by Huang and Hsieh has been gathering research results for 

been reconsidering and revising how senses should be disambiguated and represented in 

Mandarin. 
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Table 2-4-1. Main types of speech errors identified in Wan’s corpus9 

Error type Semantic Phonological 

Semantic errors + - 

Phonological errors - + 

Mixed-type errors + + 

Environmental errors - - 

 

Since semantic activation spreads to the target lemma that can have either phonological or 

semantic correlates, errors should not be marked just by binary system as a semantic or 

phonological error because both semantics and phonology can have an effect on the 

occurrence of speech errors (e.g., Wan and Tang, manuscript). Therefore, the connection 

between lexicon could be classify as either a semantic [+sem, -phon] (e.g., 

[ming2cheng1]/[shu4zi4] ‘name/number’) or phonological [-sem, +phon] (e.g., ([lou2ti1]/ 

‘OT’ ‘stairs/optimality theory’) relationship, or both [+sem, +phon] (e.g., 

[tong3ji4]/[zong3ji4] ‘statistics/ sum’) or neither [-sem, -phon], which generally relates to 

context-induced relationship.  

2.4.2 Mandarin Word Association  

Words have been supposed to be the core linguistic units for the investigation of 

languages, with the particular properties of Mandarin lexicon we discussed above, a 

number of studies are related to lexical organization in Mandarin by using word association 

tasks in Beijing Mandarin (e.g., Da & Lee, 2000; Zhao, 2013; Zhang & Chen, 2018) and 

                                                           
9 The speech errors investigated in Tang and Wan (2019) were obtained from a corpus with over 

8,000 errors produced by over 100 native speakers of Taiwan Mandarin collected by Wan in a 

naturalistic setting (see Wan, 2007, and Tang & Wan, 2019, for more information). 
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in Taiwan Mandarin (e.g., Chen, Chen & Dell, 2002; Huang et al., 2009; Lee & Lee, 2011; 

Hu et al., 2017). 

Language differences between two dialects of Mandarin have occurred in Beijing 

Mandarin and Taiwan Mandarin. For example, with Beijing Mandarin as the target 

language, Da and Lee (2000) tried to investigate the Mandarin mental lexicon by a 

continuous free association task on a single concept of ‘law’. One hundred participants (67 

males; 33 females) were requested to write down twenty associated words to each prompt 

word. Eight-hundred high-frequency associated responses were classified into ten 

categories by the researchers as the possible network of the concept ‘law’ without 

considering the semantic relations. 

On the other hand, most previous works providing information about Mandarin 

lexicon have been psychologically researched on bilingual speakers. For instance, Zhao 

(2013) compared the Mandarin lexicon among (a) native Mandarin speakers, (b) Western 

Mandarin learners, and (c) Mandarin learners. The results of this single free association 

task in nouns, verbs, and adjectives revealed that group (b) tended to response nouns to all 

types of stimuli, whereas group (a) and (c) showed the similar tendency to provide 

responses with the matching lexical categories. However, imageability and syllable types 

were not balanced in this study. Therefore, Zhang and Chen (2018) considered lexical 

category, word frequency as well as syllable types for a single free association task in 

twenty disyllabic nouns, verbs, and adjectives. They found that the associate connection 

between semantics is stronger than form-based, and the paradigmatic relation is stronger 

than syntagmatic-based. 
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At the same time, several studies were implemented on the basis of the remote 

association test by Mednick (1962) to create the Taiwan Mandarin assessment of creativity 

with high reliability and validity (e.g., Huang, Chen & Liu, 2012; Lee, 2014; Chang, Wu, 

Chen, & Wu, 2016). For example, in Huang, Chen and Liu’s experiment (2012), 

participants received three stimulate words at once, and they were required to respond a 

words associated to all the stimuli. With this method, the individual variabilities of 

creativity can be evaluated by different associate processes in a psychological viewpoint. 

Chen, Chen and Dell (2002) showed how phonology should be taken into consideration in 

Mandarin when it comes to lexical access and organization. Word-form encoding of 

disyllabic words in Mandarin was investigated in their experiments with the factors such 

as syllable, tone, and lexicography taken into account. The results showed that syllable 

with tone, but not with lexicography, was a unit in word production, while syllable without 

tone could also function as an independent unit at the phonological level.  

In an emotionality ratings and free word association experiment, Lee and Lee (2011) 

found a higher level of concreteness rating in the negative words than the positive and 

neutral words, and higher familiarity in the positive words than the other two types of words 

within 267 common Mandarin words. The mean of arousal level ratings, familiarity, 

concreteness, and associative number and strength were included in the material design, 

but no other linguistic relations were analyzed in this study. Therefore, in another free word 

association task, Hu, Chen, Zhuo, Chen, Chang, and Sung (2017) also conducted the 

experiment in Taiwan Mandarin disyllabic words with the frequency and the value of the 

mental imagery considered in order to establish a Mandarin association norm covering 

1,200 stimulated words. The result reveals that low frequency or high abstraction words 
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were associated more concentrate than high frequency or low abstraction words, which 

also indicates that low frequency or high abstraction words yielded more consistent and 

convergent associative responses. 

Although studies found in English have proved that phonology (e.g., syllable 

structures, tones, and phonemes) can be a major factor influencing the mental lexicon, it is 

not certain how phonology is stored in Mandarin lexicon. Therefore, the present study 

intends to investigate the lexical organization in Taiwan Mandarin by conducting disyllabic 

word association tasks in nouns and verbs with the consideration of the distribution of the 

onset consonants, tone structure, syllable type, syllable structure, and imageability.  

Research and the experiment for the target purpose with the key influences including 

frequency, imageability, syntactic category, and phonological encoding in Mandarin have 

so far not been found yet. Most related studies were lack of the phonological factors such 

as possible onsets, syllable structure, syllable types as well as the syntactic factors (e.g., 

Da & Lee, 2000; Lee & Lee, 2011; Huang, Chen & Liu, 2012; Chang et al, 2016; Hu et al, 

2017), or some potential problems may still exist in spite of some research taking most 

factors into accounts. For example, although orthography, syllable types, and tones were 

involved in the priming tasks by Chen, Chen and Dell (2002) to investigate the word form 

encoding of disyllabic words in Mandarin, the factors were only arranged into the first 

syllable of the target words. Also, only four syllable tokens ([fei], [ke], [xi], and [qing]) 

were selected for the first syllables, and the syllable structures in terms of the onset, nucleus, 

and coda were also absent in this study. Regarding the tendency of the Mandarin 

disyllabification, a discussion on both syllable structures and syntactic category with 

imageability of the disyllabic words may need to be included as well. Another association 
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experiment implemented by Chen and Li (2011) applied thirty Mandarin monosyllabic 

words as the targets to explore the process of word form encoding. The results suggested 

that naming and typing in Mandarin probably involve different word form encoding 

processes, i.e., syllable driven in naming, but segment driven in typing. Since the syntactic 

category with imageability may be difficult to define on the monosyllabic words in 

Mandarin, the onsets, orthorgraphy, and frequency were taken into account for the targets. 

Nevertheless, the onsets involving in the thirty target words were not provided which may 

affect the responses considering that some Mandarin onsets have relatively strict 

phonotactic constraints to the nucleus (e.g., onsets like [tɕ, tɕʰ, ɕ] only accept high front 

vowels [i] and [y], but the same vowels are not allowed to follow the onsets such as [x, ts, 

tsʰ, s,]). Moreover, when typing a response with coda may also an influential variance in 

this case which was not discussed.  

2.5 Research Questions and Hypothesis 

With the related research about Mandarin lexicon in literature, a semantic or 

phonological tendency seemingly has not been proven clearly among the studies because 

the possible factors affecting these two encodings during the lexical access should be the 

fundamental premise of experiment design for the comparison between semantics and 

phonology in Mandarin lexicon; however, they have been taken into account only partially 

or insufficiently. In the present study, the lexical organization in Taiwan Mandarin is 

therefore intended to be explored by free disyllabic word association tasks in nouns and 

verbs. Both nouns and verbs are the main syntactic categories with the highest frequency 

used in Mandarin (Huang et al., 1995; Chan, 2016), and the evidence from lexical errors 

by Wan and Ting (2019) as well as Tang and Wan (2019) both confirmed the finding. The 
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target words are selected based on the frequency and the syntactic categories encoded in 

Academic Sinica Balanced Corpus 3.0 (Sinica Corpus) by Huang et al. (1995)10. At the 

same time, the selected disyllabic words from Sinica Corpus are counterbalanced with all 

possible Taiwan Mandarin onset consonants, tone structure, and syllable structure 

according to the Duanmu’s CVX theory (1990, 2000). Finally, the target words’ 

imageability are referred from Extended-HowNet and marked as concrete or abstract 

words 11 . The target words will be randomized and presented by Mandarin Phonetic 

Symbols for the word association task to dismiss the Mandarin lexicographical effect, and 

access the interaction among linguistic features in Mandarin lexicon in the present study. 

Question 1 What is the tendency of lexical organization between phonological and 

semantic networks in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon?  

(1a)  A semantic tendency of lexical organization in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon is 

hypothesized due to the core lexical semantic information embedded in 

Mandarin characters according to Huang and Hsieh (2015) and Hsieh (2006, 

2016). 

                                                           
10 Though the Academic Sinica Balanced Corpus 3.0 (Sinica Corpus) cannot represent the exactly 

current language phenomena in Taiwan Mandarin, it contains five million words with a user-

friendly search interface (http://elearning.ling.sinica.edu.tw/CWordfreq_index.html), and it is also 

the first fully POS-tagged balanced Chinese Corpus including 46 different tags. Therefore, the 

Sinica Corpus 3.0 is eligible to be applied in the present study. 

11 The criteria of the definition of a word’s imageability as an abstraction or concreteness were 

referred to the hierarchical category of the word in Extended-HowNet, and determined by the 

researcher for “physical” as a concrete word, and “abstract” or “state” as an abstract word. 
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Question 2 How do linguistic features put influences on the lexical organization in 

Taiwan Mandarin? 

(2a)  Frequency effect is considered for the experimental stimuli in the present 

study; the effect could also hold the networks between responses and stimuli 

of the free word association regarding the priming effect. 

(2b)  Lexical categories are hypothesized to affect the lexical organization in 

Taiwan Mandarin as the preference of shared parts-of-speech. 

(2c)  A paradigmatic relation within the semantic relations is hypothesized as the 

tendency to present in the lexical organization in Taiwan Mandarin 

regarding the findings of previous research. 

(2d) Rhyme is hypothesized to affect Mandarin lexicon more than initialness 

regarding a different graphic depth of its lexical level against the Indo-

European languages. Other phonological relations including syllable and 

tone structures between stimuli and responses of associations are expected 

to present less effect than the semantic ones. 

Question 3  How do the considered linguistic influences in the present study interact to 

each other in the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon? 

(3a) The linguistic features considered in the present study are hypothesized to 

affect the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon as well as interact to each other. 

Regarding the previous works on the Mandarin lexicon and word associations (e.g., 

Zhao, 2013; Huang & Hsieh, 2015; Hsieh, 2006, 2016; Zhang & Chen, 2018; Tang & Wan, 
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2019), semantic encoding is expected to show stronger connections than phonology in the 

Mandarin lexical organization. According to Tang & Wan (2019)’s findings, the shared 

parts-of-speech relation are presented between targets and speech errors; therefore, the 

lexical categories are also assumed to show a similar relation between stimuli and 

responses during free word associations. The paradigmatic relation may domain between 

the responses to noun targets; however, the semantic relation between the verb targets and 

the responses may be syntagmatic. Still, the paradigmatic relation is predicted to present 

more than syntagmatic one regarding the lexical priming of the present study with the 

previous evidence (e.g., Zhao, 2013; Zhang & Chen, 2018; Wan & Ting, 2019). Moreover, 

a high proportion of semantic relation, i.e., [+sem, -phon] relation, are supposed to present 

concerning the research methodology by word association tasks in the present study.  

However, since the limited studies in Mandarin lexicon with sufficient influences 

considered have been proposed, few evidence can support the possible answers to other 

hypothesized questions such as how the phonological encoding (i.e., onset, tones, or 

syllable structure) are related to the Mandarin lexical access and organization. Also, it is 

hard to conclude the processing stages of lexical access between semantic and phonological 

relation in Mandarin lexicon due to the different syllable structure with tone function, and 

strong lexical semantic encoding in Mandarin characters. Therefore, the possible 

methodology of defining the classification of the phonological relation will be discussed 

in the following chapters. 

A review of numerous models that focus on the structure of semantic representation 

and speech production planning in the mental lexicon has been provided in the chapter two 

with the available evidence from word association tasks by previous scholars. A picture of 
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the interaction between considered linguistic influences in the present study on lexical 

organization will try to be outlined and demonstrated as the [±sem, ±phon, ±POS, ±C] 

relation. Therefore, concerning the influences of word access and organization, the 

research gaps in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon by free word associations is provided to be 

solved. To further illustrate the methodology, the experimental designs of the present study 

will be explained in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of the present study to explore the lexical organization in Taiwan 

Mandarin by disyllabic word association tasks in nouns and verbs will be introduced in this 

chapter12. First, the issues concerned with data collection and data elicitation will be 

explained in the section 3.1. The information of the participants will be covered in the 

section 3.1.1. The information of experimental materials will be shown in the section 3.1.2. 

The experimental procedures will be presented in the section 3.1.3. The experimental 

instruments used will be described in the section 3.1.4. Before the experimental results 

demonstrated in the next chapter, the approaches to data analysis with the selection of the 

statistic method for the data analyses will be included in the section 3.2. The statistical 

analyses in the present study are computed by R (R Core Team, 2018), a programming 

language in a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics (please refer 

to Appendix IV for the programming codes in R). 

3.1 Data Collection and Elicitation 

3.1.1 Participants 

Ten Taiwan Mandarin native speakers (age mean= 23.8 years old; SD= 1.9; 5 males 

and 5 females) are included for the word association task in the present study. The 

                                                           
12 Nouns and Verbs are the two main syntactic categories with the highest frequency used in 

Mandarin. Different from the English syntactic structure and rules, more than a single verb is 

allowed to present in a Mandarin sentence leading to the high frequency of verbs in Mandarin. 

The subcategories in nouns and verbs with the highest frequency, i.e., common nouns (Na), and 

activity transitive verbs (Vc) are involved in the present study (see CKIP Lab; Huang, Hsieh, 

Chen, 2017 for more information). 
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participants all have Taiwan Mandarin as their first and primary language, and are familiar 

with Mandarin Phonetic Symbols (MPS; Zhuyin Symbols), presented as the format of the 

visual primed syllabic words in the task, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision13. The 

participants with the fundamental knowledge of the explicit linguistics are excluded in the 

present study. 

3.1.2 Materials 

Forty-two Mandarin disyllabic words including nouns (N=21) and verbs (N=21) 

were primed as MPS intending to get rid of lexicographical effect in the word association 

tasks of the present study. All Mandarin onsets (N=21), syllable structure (N=4), and tone 

structure (N=4) of the target words were counterbalanced with the word frequency, 

syntactic categories, and imageability considered14. Regarding the influences on lexical 

access, all the experimental words were selected based on the frequency and the syntactic 

categories from the Word List with Accumulated Word Frequency 

(http://elearning.ling.sinica.edu.tw/CWordfreq_index.html) in Academic Sinica Balanced 

Corpus 3.0 (Sinica Corpus) by Huang et al. (1995) and maintained by Chinese Knowledge 

and Information Processing Group (CKIP, 1998). The distribution of the word frequency 

                                                           
13 Originally 8 participants were involved in the task; however, one of them could not response 

well to the MPS stimuli in the practice trail, and another of them could not associate a response to 

more than ten stimuli, i.e., almost a quarter of them, during the task; therefore, the total responses 

of two participants were excluded for the further analyses. 

14 The Mandarin onsets for the stimuli of the tasks in the present study do not include glides, and 

the syllable structures applies Duanmu’s CVX Theory (1990, 2000); see Wan, 1999 for 

phonology of Mandarin, and Duanmu, 1990, 2000 for syllable structures in Mandarin. 
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in the task is shown as Table 3-2-1, and the visualized statistics of that is demonstrated as 

Figure 3-2-1; see Appendix I for the complete data for the word frequency.  

Table 3-2-1. The distributions of the word frequency in the task15.  

POS Sum Disyllable Filtered Included Frequency Range 

Na 370 285 168 21 101-134 

Vc 331 218 177 21 75-170 

 

The common nouns (Na) and the activity transitive verbs (Vc) with the frequency ranged 

from 101 to 134 (Mean= 114.8; SD= 17.0), and from 75 to 170 (Mean= 111.9; SD= 31.3) 

respectively were first filtered from the Sinica Corpus16. Monosyllabic words and words 

with more than two syllables were excluded from the frequency fitted words, so did those 

without onsets in one or both of the syllables. Therefore, 168 common nouns and 177 

transitive verbs were selected and ready to be arranged as experimental materials with the 

appropriate phonological encoding for the present study. Finally, twenty-one words for 

each lexical category which can be arranged into the counterbalanced distribution of onsets, 

syllable structure, and tone structure were selected as the stimuli of the word association 

                                                           
15 POS: parts-of-speech; Sum: the total number of the nouns and verbs included in the frequency 

range; Disyllable: the number of disyllabic words included in the frequency range; Filtered: the 

number of words fits the tone and syllable structure of the present study; Included: the number of 

words includes in the tasks of the present study 

16 There were two exceptions, a noun and a verb with lower frequency, in order to meet the 

phonological encoding for the purpose in the present study. The means and standard deviations 

(SD) were presented including the exceptions with no significant difference between two means. 
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tasks in the present study. The frequency ranges of the stimuli are visualized and explained 

in the following. 

 

Figure 3-2-1. The boxplots of the distribution among the frequency of the nouns and verbs 

The boxplots further demonstrate the range of the selected target words. Since the high 

frequency of nouns occurs in Mandarin, more nouns are available than verbs in the same 

frequency segment of the language. Therefore, in the tasks of the present study, the 

frequency range of the noun target words distributes more concentrative than those of verbs. 

The total data of noun targets still presents a relatively symmetric distribution, i.e., the 

interquartile data is roughly located in the middle of the whole dataset. In comparison, the 

verb targets have a larger range than the nouns, and a slightly negatively skewed 

distribution is observed, but the total dataset is still roughly symmetric because the degree 

of the skewness is really small. Moreover, a Wilcoxon test was conducted to compare the 

means of the target words, and the result showed no significant difference in frequency 

between nouns and verbs (p= 0.5543), which indicates that a minimal variance of the 

frequency effect is involved in the present study.  

Since the great effect of the initial onset in English lexicon discussed in the last 

chapter, the selected nouns and verbs were therefore arranged to fit all of the possible 
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twenty-one initial consonants for each syllable beginning with [p], [pʰ], [t], [tʰ], [k], [kʰ], 

[m], [n], [l], [f], [x], [tɕ], [tɕʰ], [ɕ], [ts], [tsʰ], [s], [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ], and [ʐ]. Therefore, twenty-

one words were selected for both nouns and verbs with the consonants of their onsets 

counterbalanced as Table 3-2-2 for verbs and Table 3-2-3 for nouns. 

Table 3-2-2. The proportion of onsets with tones and syllable structures of target verbs 

onset 1 onset 2 Gloss IPA Frequency Syllable 

p tʰ to get rid of pai21tʰʷɔ55 120 CVV.CVV 

pʰ l to arrange pʰai21lʲɛ51 87 CVV.CVV 

t tɕ to hit ta21tɕi35 87 CVV.CVV 

tʰ tʂ to challenge tʰʲau21tʂan51 145 CVV.CVN 

k ʐ to interfere kan55ʐau21 100 CVN.CVV 

kʰ pʰ to exploit kʰai55pʰi51 112 CVV.CVV 

m n to imitate mɔ35ni21 75 CVV.CVV 

n tɕʰ to twist nʲou21tɕʰɥ55 89 CVV.CVV 

l ɕ to contact lʲɛn35ɕi51 108 CVN.CVV 

f m to invent fa55miŋ35 135 CVV.CVN 

x ʂ to recycle xʷei35ʂou55 103 CVV.CVV 

tɕ s to speed up tɕʲa55su51 145 CVV.CVV 

tɕʰ f to distinguish tɕʰɥ55fən55 104 CVV.CVN 

ɕ t to propagate ɕɥɛn55tau21 86 CVN.CVV 

ts x to synthesize tsoŋ51xɤ35 91 CVN.CVV 

tsʰ k to purchase tsʰai21kou51 161 CVV.CVV 

s ts to shape su51tsau51 133 CVV.CVV 

tʂ p to investigate tʂən55pan51 123 CVN.CVN 

tʂʰ tsʰ to store tʂʰu35tsʰʷən35 137 CVV.CVN 

ʂ tʂʰ to examine ʂən21tʂʰa35 170 CVN.CVV 

ʐ kʰ to approve ʐən51kʰɤ21 39 CVN.CVV 
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Table 3-2-3. The proportion of the onsets, tones, syllable structures, and imageability of 

target nouns 

onset 1 onset 2 Gloss IPA Frequency Syllable Imageability 

p tʂ package pau55tʂʷaŋ55 129 CVV.CVN C 

pʰ tɕ evaluation pʰiŋ35tɕʲa51 134 CVN.CVV A 

t pʰ drug tu35pʰin21 101 CVV.CVN C 

tʰ kʰ outer space tʰai51kʰoŋ55 130 CVV.CVN C 

k t railway kʷei21tau51 111 CVV.CVV C 

kʰ tʰ cartoon kʰa35tʰoŋ55 124 CVV.CVN A 

m p bread mʲɛn51pau55 107 CVN.CVV C 

n f farmer noŋ35fu55 53 CVN.CVV C 

l s green lɥ51sɤ51 124 CVV.CVV A 

f k judge fa21kʷan55 111 CVV.CVN C 

x ʐ nice person xau21ʐən35 132 CVV.CVN C 

tɕ ts tempo tɕʲɛ35tsou51 104 CVV.CVV A 

tɕʰ n potentiality tɕʰʲɛn35nəŋ35 125 CVN.CVN A 

ɕ ʂ salary ɕin55ʂʷei21 120 CVN.CVV C 

ts tsʰ chairperson tsʷoŋ21tsʰai35 114 CVN.CVV C 

tsʰ m villager tsʰʷən55min35 115 CVN.CVN C 

s tɕʰ erotic sɤ51tɕʰiŋ35 118 CVV.CVN A 

tʂ tʂʰ battlefield tʂan51tʂʰaŋ21 106 CVN.CVN A 

tʂʰ x 
car 

accident 
tʂʰɤ55xʷɔ51 120 CVV.CVV A 

ʂ l woods ʂu51lin35 114 CVV.CVN C 

ʐ ɕ candidate ʐən35ɕɥɛn21 119 CVN.CVN C 

 

Each possible onset presented once in each initial position of the disyllabic words 

without the duplicated onset displayed. After the common nouns were selected, the 

imageability was checked on the Extended-HowNet 2.0 (E-HowNet; CKIP, 1998; Huang 
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et al., 2008; Ma & Huang, 2006; Ma & Shih, 2018) resulting the proportion between 

concrete nouns (C) and abstract nouns (A) as around 6:4 (62%:38%)17 . If a selected 

common noun is not included in E-HowNet (e.g., ‘potentiality’ [tɕʰʲɛn35nəŋ35]), the word 

will be checked on the Ministry of Education Recompiled Mandarin Dictionary by Taiwan 

Ministry of Education (1994) for the definition to classified its category. As an example, 

‘potentiality’ [tɕʰʲɛn35nəŋ35] is defined as a type of ability, and the ability belongs to a 

subcategory of attribute, which is different from the physical category in E-HowNet; 

therefore, in this case, ‘potentiality’ [tɕʰʲɛn35nəŋ35] was classified as an abstract noun. 

 Tone structure in Taiwan Mandarin were also arranged as a balanced distribution 

for the experimental stimuli including high-level (55), high-rising (35), low-falling (21), 

and high-falling (51) tones18. Disyllabic words with the duplicated low-falling tones do not 

exist in Mandarin disyllabic words phonetically because of the tone sandhi rule, i.e., when 

a low-falling tone precedes another low-falling tone, the first low-falling tone will become 

a high-rising tone as [35.21]. Therefore, neither the surface form nor the underlying form 

of the duplicated falling-rising tone structure were included in the tone structure for the 

target words as Table 3-2-5. 

                                                           
17 Extended-HowNet (E-HowNet) is a lexical knowledge base evolved from HowNet and created 

by the CKIP group for a frame-based entity-relation model to define lexical senses, see CKIP Lab 

for more information.  

18 The conventionally accepted inventory of tones in Mandarin according to Chao’s (1930) tone 

numbers with ‘5’ indicating the speaker’s highest pitch, ‘3’ middle, and ‘1’ lowest; see Wan, 

1999 for more information. Also, due to the dialect difference, the low-falling tone [21] in 

Taiwan Mandarin is phonetically presented as the fall-rise contour [214] in Beijing Mandarin, 

which is also indicated by Yip (1980). 
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Table 3-2-5. The proportion of the tone arrangement for the target words  

Na 

S1 S2 N S1 S2 N S1 S2 N S1 S2 N 

55 55 1 35 55 1 21 55 2 51 55 2 

55 35 1 35 35 1 21 35 2 51 35 2 

55 21 1 35 21 2    51 21 1 

55 51 1 35 51 2 21 51 1 51 51 1 

Vc 

S1 S2 N S1 S2 N S1 S2 N S1 S2 N 

55 55 1 35 55 1 21 55 2 51 55 0 

55 35 1 35 35 1 21 35 2 51 35 1 

55 21 2 35 21 1    51 21 1 

55 51 3 35 51 2 21 51 2 51 51 1 

            

Tone structure are also generally arranged as a balanced proportion by each combination 

of the four tones in Taiwan Mandarin. There are fifteen combinations of the phonetic tone 

structure for each lexical category involved in the word association tasks; each combination 

generally distributes at least once and at most twice in the twenty-one stimuli for both 

nouns and verbs. However, two combinations of the tone structure for verbs do not reach 

this goal of the tone arrangement (i.e., 55.51: N=3; 51.55: N=0) to maintain other variable 

control for the phonological encodings (i.e., frequency, onsets, and syllable structures) of 

the stimuli in the present study.  

Syllable structures were taken into account in the present study as well, and the 

distribution of each syllable structure in each syntactic category demonstrates as Table 3-

2-519.  

 

                                                           
19 Duanmu’s CVX Theory was applied to explain the Mandarin syllable structure in this study; 

see Duanmu’s (1990, 2000) for more details. 
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Table 3-2-5. The proportion and arrangement of the syllable structure for the stimuli 

Syllable structures Na Vc Sum 

CVN.CVN 4 1 5 

CVN.CVV 5 6 11 

CVV.CVN 8 4 12 

CVV.CVV 4 10 14 

Sum 21 21 42 

 

Shown as the first left column for the syllable structures of the stimuli in the table, only a 

nasal or a vowel can present in the syllable-final position in Mandarin. If we compare the 

probability for one of the nasals (i.e., [n] or [ŋ]) with one of the vowels (i.e., [i], [u], [y], 

[a], [ɔ], [ɤ], or [ɛ]) to present syllable-finally, the roughly half proportion of the first type 

of the syllable structure, that is, CVN.CVN, involving in the stimuli of the tasks can be 

accept. Therefore, with the same reason, the CVV.CVV structure has the highest numbers 

included in the stimuli, and the remainder (i.e., CVN.CVV and CVV.CVN) has the similar 

amount of proportion.  

3.1.3 Procedures 

Each participant was given the same instructions and procedures with one of the 

total forty-two stimuli primed randomly at once on the screen of a laptop to take place the 

tasks. Before moving to each next section, the task designer/researcher would explain the 

content and the procedures of the section with the instructions presented on the screen. 

Only if the participants understand the objectives of the tasks and agree with the data and 

information collection, the following procedures would be implemented when the 

participants feel comfortable to continue.  
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In the first section, introduction, the purpose and data security management were 

stated (see Appendix II A for the details), and the participants might press the right button 

to move on to the next section. In the next slide, where the procedure of the tasks was 

explained (see Appendix II B for the details), the participant would be aware that an oral 

response associated to each of the five-second visually primed words was required20. 

Before the tasks started, a few drills were available, and the participants were allowed to 

ask questions about the task and/or the practice. At the same time, the task 

designer/researcher would clarify some situation that the participants might feel confused 

(e.g., ‘if a response is not able to be given, it is okay to skip it, and continue the task’). 

Having the prevention of the lexicographical effect from the Chinese characters, the stimuli 

were all presented by MPS, so do the instructions right before the primings (i.e., the words 

ㄩˋㄅㄟˋㄅㄟˋ ‘Ready’ and ㄎㄞ ㄕˇ ‘Go’), which may yield more time for the 

participants to get prepared for the MPS stimuli, and thus to produce a more natural output.  

The procedure of the practice section was the same as the task section except for 

the longer priming time and the linguistic encoding on the stimuli in the latter section. 

Therefore, in the task section, after each visual priming presented in the center of the screen, 

seven seconds were available for the participants to give an oral response associated from 

each stimulus as soon as possible. The responses were regulated as Mandarin words 

without the limitation on the syllable types. If the participant gave the response 

                                                           
20 To make the practice section more efficient, the time allowance of each stimulus was provided 

for five seconds. During the tasks, each stimulus was actually primed for seven seconds though 

the five-second allowance was mentioned in the instruction to have the participants’ physical 

limitation for the whole task considered.   
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immediately within seven seconds, the right button could be pressed for accessing the next 

priming directly. After the tasks, an acknowledge slide presented finally (see Appendix II 

C for the details).  

3.1.4 Instruments 

The experiment was conducted by E-Prime 3.0 evaluation version, a behavioral 

experiment software used in psychological studies, that precisely displayed the stimuli at 

setup timeline, and recorded each oral response from the participants. The E-Prime 

software was installed and processed by a laptop, ASUS VivoBook S14 S410UN, where 

the participants could see the instructions and the cued words on the screen with the ‘j’ 

button on the keyboard as the right button to move on to the next section/cued word during 

the tasks. Two button were marked on the keyboard for this experiment: a red circle sticker 

covered the ‘j’ button as the right button, and the ‘f’ button was covered with a green sticker 

as the left button. Each production was recorded by the Soundin service in the E-Prime 

software, which recorded every response through a head phone equipped with microphone 

for each priming separately and created individual recording files. The recordings were 

encoded as 16-bit stereo WAV file, which were later transcribed by the researcher for the 

result analyses. The whole process of the tasks from each participant was meanwhile 

recorded for a backup file in case any interfered during the input of the Soundin recording.  

3.2 Data Analysis 

3.2.1 Frequency  

 A parametric test such as t-test comparing two means and indicating the difference 

between two variances is not appropriate to statisticize the frequency for the stimuli in the 
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present study because of the limited sample size21. The nonparametric test for the same 

purpose, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, was thus conducted to determine variabilities between 

the frequency of the noun and verb stimuli. The result indicated no significant difference 

in frequency between nouns and verbs (p= 0.5543). However, since some targets share the 

same value of the frequency (e.g., the frequency of the nouns ‘railway’ [kʷei35tau51] and 

‘judge’ [fa21kʷan55] are both 111), which may cause ties, i.e., the same values in a group 

of observations, and may result problems to compute the exact p-value, another Wilcoxon 

rank-sum test with jitter-function in R was conducted again in case the influence from the 

data size and the ties. The result remained the same that no significant difference was found 

in frequency between nouns and verbs (p= 0.546), which indicates that a minimal 

variability of the frequency effect is involved in the present study. 

 As for the frequency analysis of the responses, the parametric test, t-test, will be 

applied for adequate amount of data size from the responses by ten participants. Each 

frequency of the responses will be first referred to the Word List with Accumulated Word 

Frequency in Sinica Corpus as the same criterion for the stimuli, and the frequency 

distribution will be calculated later by R with t-test. The result will be thus compared the 

means of the frequency distributions among the responses and between the stimuli and the 

responses, regarding different parts-of-speech respectively, with the boxplots visually 

demonstrated in the next chapter.  

                                                           
21 Though all possible Mandarin onsets are all included in the experimental material, the limited 

sizes for both noun and verb stimuli (N=21 for each) were still resulted in the present study 

regarding a traditional criteria of the sample size as 30 for most statistic tests such as t-test (see 

Spatz, 2000 for more information). 
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3.2.2 Syntactic Category 

To explore how syntactic category influences the process of the lexical organization 

and access, a chi-square value from 2x2 tables, which tests the distribution of the observed 

patterns by probabilities of frequency, will be evaluated with an effect size index reported. 

This method is applied from Wan and Tang (manuscript) as they investigated the relations 

between Mandarin lexical substitution speech errors and the intended words, and their 

results showed that lexical speech errors in Mandarin tended to preserve the syntactic 

category of the intended words. Therefore, in the present study, whether the stimuli and 

the responses share the same syntactic category will be explored22. Moreover, to evaluate 

the imageability effect within the noun targets, the imageability will be examined by a chi-

square test as well to observe whether the types of the imageability, i.e., concreteness and 

abstractness, between the cued and responded words are identical or not.  

3.2.3 Semantic Relations  

The semantic relations between the stimuli and the associates will be illustrated by 

the classifications between syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. The general accepted 

differences between these two relations are that syntagmatic relation connects syntactic 

and semantic combination with different parts-of-speech while words in the same syntactic 

category with a clear sequential connection are also in this relation; paradigmatic relation 

on the other hand distinguishes alternative semantic connections, and targets which can be 

                                                           
22 If a response can be both a noun and a verb in Taiwan Mandarin, the one which has the closer 

frequency to the stimulus will be marked for the analysis of the syntactic relation. The 

determination of the syntactic category and the frequency of the responded words will accord to 

Sinica Corpus. 
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conventional and commonly accepted as a symbol can also be categorized as this relation. 

Considering the possible complexity of the relations between the responses from the free 

word association, the relation types based on the classification of speech errors in Mandarin 

by Wan and Ting (2019) will be also applied. In their demonstration, some further proposed 

categories will be involved in the classification of the present study as well such as 

environmental and idiomatic relations, and nonrelation, in which the first one refers to the 

environmental interference to the production or speaker’s personal linguistic experiences, 

the second ones indicates the idiomatic or conventional phrases in a language, and the last 

one means no semantic relations between the stimulus and response. Similarly, a chi-square 

value from 2x2 tables will be evaluated with an effect size index reported to explore the 

general distribution between syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations in Mandarin lexicon. 

3.2.4 Syllable Structure and Tone Structure 

 To explore the phonological organization in the mental lexicon, syllable types, 

syllable structures, and tone similarity will be investigated in the present study. Therefore, 

a chi-square test with 3x2 tables will be first conducted for the analysis of syllable types, 

in which the syllable category contains ‘monosyllable’, ‘disyllable’, and ‘more than two 

syllables’ to attest the common tendency of disyllabification in the Mandarin lexicon 

mentioned in Wang and Sun (2015). Moreover, since limited studies have considered 

relatively phonological influences on the lexical association, the relations of the tone and 

syllable structures between the stimuli and responses from the association task will be 

explored as well in the present study. The analysis of the tone structure will compare the 

tone encodings between the first and second syllables, i.e., which syllable of the stimuli 

puts more effects on the matched syllable of the responses by the identical tone; therefore, 
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another chi-square value from 2x2 tables will be calculated for this analysis23. As for the 

syllable structures, the maximal CGVX representation in Wan (1999) will be applied for 

detailed research including V, CV, GV, VG, VN, CVG, CGV, CVN, GVG, GVN, CGVG, 

and CGVN24. Therefore, the syllable structures of the stimuli will be identified first to 

explore which of the position in terms of the onsets, glides, nucleus, and codas have more 

influences on the responses of the free word associations. 

3.2.5 Interaction between Semantics and Phonology 

Considering the major influence of phonological initialness effects in English, and 

that of lexical semantics in Mandarin proposed by previous researchers (e.g., Dell, Reed, 

Adams and Meyer (2000), Vitevitch (2008), and Beckage and Colunga (2016) for English; 

Huang and Hsieh (2015), and Hsieh (2006, 2016) for Mandarin) on the lexical organization, 

the interaction between semantics and phonology will be investigated as well. Tang and 

Wan’s (2019) classification will be thus applied to this case to explore if both the stimulus 

and the response from the word association task tend to have either a semantic [+sem, -

phon] or phonological [-sem, +phon] relationship, or both [+sem, +phon] or neither [-sem, 

-phon]. In this stage, the identification whether a response has the semantic or the 

phonological relations to the target words will be accord to the former mentioned analyses, 

and include all of the responses, i.e., the responses with less or more than two syllables, to 

                                                           
23 Regarding the identical structure analysis, only disyllable responses will be included in and 

those with tone sandhi will be excluded from the analysis of tone structures. 

24 According to Wan (1999), the maximal syllable structure in Mandarin is CGVX, with C a 

[+consonantal] segment, G a glide, V the nucleus vowel, and X either a nasal or a glide; see Wan, 

1999 for more details. 
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access a general view on phonological organization without a disyllable restriction. 

Therefore, besides the result of the tone and syllable structures in the corresponding 

syllable, the same phonetic syllable between the stimulus and the response will also result 

in a positively phonological relation regardless whether they are in the identical syllable 

(e.g., 白飯 [paj35fan51] ‘rice’ and 販賣 [fan51maj51] ‘sell’). 

In addition to the research on the frequency, lexical category [±POS], semantics 

[±sem], and phonology [±phon], the influence from the Mandarin characters [±C] will be 

also investigated. Even though the factor have already got rid of from the tasks by 

presenting the primings with MPS, it will still be examined whether the Mandarin 

characters could put the lexicographical effects in this situation for the word form encoding 

in the Mandarin speakers’ mind during lexical access as mentioned in Huang and Hsieh 

(2015) and Hsieh (2006, 2016).  
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CHAPTER FOUR. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 The results of free word associations in the present study will be demonstrated in 

this chapter. Forty-two disyllabic words including the equal amount of common nouns (Na) 

and activity transitive verbs (Vc) as stimuli were involved in the task, and 406 responses 

in total were collected by the experiment from ten Taiwanese participants 25 . To 

demonstrate the influences of the linguistic features to the lexical organization, the t-test 

result of frequency distributions among the responses and between stimuli and responses 

will first be demonstrated in the section 4.1. The distributions of the responses’ syntactic 

categories will be presented in the section 4.2. The semantic relations regarding the 

syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations between the stimuli and responses will be shown 

in the section 4.3. The phonological organization in the lexicon will be explored by the 

analyzed relationship between the stimuli and responses including phonological similarity, 

syllable structure, tone structure, and syllable types in the section 4.4. Finally, the 

interaction between semantic and phonological relations connected by the stimuli and 

responses will be analyzed in the section of 4.5. Therefore, the findings will help with the 

exploration of the lexical organization in Taiwan Mandarin mental lexicon by the 

interactions among linguistic features. 

 

                                                           
25 Ten participant’s responses to the 42 stimuli are involved in the present study; however, ten 

responses were not given, three responses were produced with English words, and one word was 

associated as a shopping mall in English; therefore, only 406 Mandarin responses were remained 

from the association tasks for the following analyses.  
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4.1 Frequency 

 Since frequency is one of the most important influences affecting the process of 

lexical access during associations according the previous evidence presented in the 

former chapters, the frequency distributions within responses and between stimuli and 

responses are both calculated in this section. Within the 406 responses, only 372 terms 

including 274 nouns, 96 verbs, and two adjectives are available in Sinica Corpus for the 

access of frequency and syntactic categories26. After the syntactic categories of the 

responses are referred according to Sinica Corpus, the frequency distribution between 

these parts-of-speech is calculated by t-test. The result is presented as Figure 4-1-127. 

 

Figure 4-1-1. The boxplots of the frequency distributions among the responses between 

nouns and verbs 

                                                           
26 Only common nouns (Na) and activity transitive verbs (Vc) are involved in the parts-of-speech 

of the stimuli; however, since the complexity of the parts-of-speech of the responses, only the 

highest hierarchical categories, i.e., nouns, verbs, and adjectives, are concluded in the analyses. 

For the analyses of frequency in the section of 4.1, the two adjective responses are excluded due 

to the lack of this syntactic category in the stimuli for the comparison. 

27 Since the large gap between the interquartile range and the outliers, i.e., the data points 

distributing significantly from other observations, the outliers were excluded from the Figure 4-1-

1 to Figure 4-1-4 for a clearer vision of the boxplots. 
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The y-axis indicates the value of the frequency, whereas the x-axis refers to the syntactic 

categories of responses as nouns and verbs. The boxes in the middle outlining the 

interquartile ranges of the observations with a dark and thick line labeling the value of the 

median; the lines above and below each box frame the range of the observation. The 

frequency of the 274 nouns shown as the left boxplot ranges from 1 to 24,159 (mean= 

715.5; SD= 2959.4), and that of the 96 verbs ranges from 1 to 3077 (mean= 242.6; SD= 

403.5). The t-test result (p= 1) indicates no significant difference between the frequency of 

the noun and verb responses with asymmetric distributions. Also, two observations both 

negatively skew a lot—the interquartile ranges of the frequency distribute around 24.5 to 

300.8 and 27.0 to 326.8 respectively, in which noun responses have slightly more 

concentrative distribution than another one.  

Besides the comparison within responses’ frequency regarding parts-of-speech 

above, the frequency distributions between stimuli and responses are also analyzed by t-

test and shown as Figure 4-1-2. 

 

Figure 4-1-2. The boxplots of the frequency distributions between stimuli and responses 

The boxplots visualize the obviously different ranges between stimuli and responses, in 

which the former one is limited from 39 to 170 (mean= 113.4; SD= 25) while the latter one 
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derives from 1 to 24159 (mean= 590.1; SD= 2555.5), which demonstrates a much larger 

range than the former one. The t-test result indicates a significant difference (p= 0.000365) 

between the frequency distribution of the stimuli and responses. The frequency of the 

stimuli shows the symmetric distribution while that of the responses skews negatively. 

4.2 Syntactic Category 

 After referring to Sinica Corpus for the parts-of-speech tagging (POS) of the 372 

responses, those with the shared or distinct syntactic categories to the stimuli are calculated. 

The distribution of responses based on the syntactic categories is later analyzed by a chi-

square test to evaluate if the observed patterns are purely due to possibilities of frequency. 

The visualized statistics is presented as Figure 4-2-1. 

  

Figure 4-2-1. Bar plot (left) and mosaic plot (right) of the observed frequencies and the 

corresponding Pearson residuals of the syntactic categories of the responses 

In the bar plot, the y-axis indicates the value of the frequency, whereas the x-axis refers to 

the syntactic categories of stimuli as nouns and verbs, and the grey bars shows the amount 

of the responses with shared or distinct POS. The noun responses present a higher value of 

shared POS than verbs, i.e., more noun responses were associated from the noun stimuli 

than those of verb from the verb stimuli. On the other hand, the square areas in the mosaic 
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plot represent as the observed frequency, and the colors indicates the positive (blue) or 

negative (pink) residuals from the observed value to the expected frequency. Noun 

responses with shared POS and verb responses with distinct POS demonstrate higher 

frequency of the positive residuals than their opposites. The result X2 = 88.76 (df =1) rejects 

the null hypothesis (p<.0001), which indicates two variables are dependent that a shared or 

distinct POS of the response to the stimulus is related to the syntactic categories of the 

stimuli. The effect size index 𝜙 =.49 shows the syntactic categories of the stimuli have a 

nearly strong effect on those of the responses according to a traditional criterion of a strong 

effect (𝜙 =.50). The tokens of responses with the shared or distinct syntactic categories by 

the chi-square test are presented as Table 4-2-1. 

Table 4-2-1. The values of the frequencies and residuals of the responses based on the 

syntactic categories by chi-square test 

Distribution Shared POS with stimuli Distinct POS against stimuli 

Frequency Observed Expected Residuals Observed Expected Residuals 

Responses 

Nouns 151 105.7 4.4 31 76.3 -5.2 

Verbs 65 110.3 -4.3 125 79.7 5.1 

All 216   156   

        

Within 406 responses, three-hundred and seventy-two terms are able to tag the syntactic 

categories. One hundred and fifty-one nouns are responded to 21 noun stimuli, whereas 

only 31 verbs are associated from them. Sixty-five verbs are responded to 21 verb stimuli, 

while 123 nouns and two adjectives are associated from them by the ten participants of the 

task. The data of the residuals indicate that the degree of the association between the 

variables in comparison to the general distribution of the data. In other words, responses 
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with the distinct POS, i.e., verbs, show negatively associated to the noun stimuli, while 

those show a positive association in the verb category.  

4.3 Semantic Relation 

 The 406 responses to each stimulus are analyzed regardless the syllable types in 

this section, i.e., identified as either a syntagmatic, paradigmatic, environmental, or 

idiomatic relation, or a nonrelation. Two-hundred and two responses with paradigmatic 

relation (P), one hundred and eighty-seven of those with syntagmatic relation (S), nine with 

environmental relation (E), three with idiomatic relation (I), and five with no relation (N) 

to the stimuli are marked. Examples of each type of the semantic relations between stimuli 

and responses are provided below (for the detailed categorization of the relations, please 

see Appendix III). 

(1) Syntagmatic relation 

回收 ‘to recycle’ [xwej35 ʂow55] > 寶特瓶 ‘plastic bottle’ [paw21 tʰɤ51 pʰiŋ35] 

The stimuli ‘to recycle’ has a syntactic connection to the response ‘plastic bottle’, in which 

the first one is a verb whereas another one is a noun, that a plastic bottle can be recycled, 

so they have a syntagmatic relation. 

(2) Paradigmatic relation 

法官 ‘judge’ [fa21 kwan55] > 律師 ‘lawyer’ [ly51 ʂɨ55] 

The stimuli ‘judge’ and the response ‘lawyer’ share the same superordinate in a ‘court’ 

setting, and are able to locate within the same syntactic slot; therefore, they are in a 

paradigmatic relation. 
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(3) Environmental relation 

樹林 ‘woods’ [ʂu51 lin35] > 衣服 ‘clothes’ [i55 fu35] 

One of the participants associated the stimuli ‘woods’ with her response as ‘clothes’ 

because she knows an apparel store branded ‘Woods’. The association comes from the 

participant’s personal experience, so it is an environmental relation. 

(4) Idiomatic relation 

模擬 ‘to imitate’ [mɔ35 ni21] > 兩可 ‘to be neutral’ [ljaŋ35 kɤ21] 

The response ‘to imitate’ to the stimuli ‘to be neutral’ is associated from a Mandarin 

Chinese idiom (Chengyu) 模稜兩可 ‘betwixt and between’ [mɔ35 ləŋ35 ljaŋ35 kɤ21] to 

describe an ambiguous situation; therefore, it belongs to an idiomatic relation. 

(5) Nonrelation 

綠色 ‘green’ [ly51 sɤ51] > 過濾 ‘to filter’ [kwɔ51 ly51] 

The stimuli ‘green’ and its response ‘to filter’ do not have a semantic relation but were 

associated by the sound with the same sound of the syllable [ly] in the lexicon, which is 

also attested by the participants. Two main types, i.e., paradigmatic (N=202) and 

syntagmatic (N=187) relations, are further analyzed with the syntactic categories of stimuli 

to see the relationship between these two variables. The visualized statistics is presented as 

Figure 4-3-1. 
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Figure 4-3-1. Bar plot and mosaic plot of the observed frequencies and the corresponding 

Pearson residuals of the semantic relations of the responses 

In the bar plot, the x-axis refers to the syntactic categories of stimuli, the y-axis indicates 

the value of the frequency, and the grey bars shows the amount of the responses with the 

analyzed semantic relations. More noun responses sharing the paradigmatic relation with 

the noun stimuli and more verb responses sharing the syntagmatic relation with the noun 

stimuli are presented. The mosaic plot represents the frequency by the square arears and 

residuals from the observed to the expected value by colors. The distribution of the 

semantic relations based on the parts-of-speech is analyzed by a chi-square test as well. 

The result X2 = 41.774 (df =1) rejects the null hypothesis (p<.0001), indicating that the 

semantic relations are related to the syntactic categories of stimuli during free word 

associations. The effect size index 𝜙 =.33 shows that syntactic categories have a medium 

effect on the semantic relations according to a traditional criterion of a medium effect (𝜙 

=.30). The tokens of responses labeled with the paradigmatic or syntagmatic relations by 

the chi-square test are presented as Table 4-3-2. 
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Table 4-3-1. The values of the frequencies and residuals of the responses based on the 

semantic relations by chi-square test 

Semantic relations Paradigmatic Syntagmatic 

Frequency Observed Expected Residuals Observed Expected Residuals 

POS of 

stimuli 

Nouns 131 98.7  3.3 59 91.3 -3.4 

Verbs 71 103.3 -3.2 128 95.7  3.3 

Responses All 202   187   

        

Within about 51.9% (202/389) of the responses sharing the paradigmatic relation, 64.9% 

(131/202) of them are responded to the noun stimuli, while 35.1% (71/202) of them are 

responded to the verb stimuli. On the other hand, around 48.1% (187/389) of the responses 

share the syntagmatic relation to the stimuli, and 31.6% (59/187) of them are responded to 

nouns, while 68.4% (128/187) of them are responded to verbs. The residuals indicate that 

the positive associations occur between nouns and the paradigmatic relation, also verbs and 

the syntagmatic relation, while the negative associations present in the opposite sets. 

4.4 Phonological Relation 

The phonological relation will be explored by phonological similarity, syllable 

structure, tone structure, and syllable types in the section 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.3 respectively. 

All the 318 disyllabic words collected from the association tasks are transcribed by IPA 

symbols for the further phonological analyses. To demonstrate the influences of the 

initialness and rhyme on the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon, the responses sharing the identical 

segments with the stimuli will be marked. The labels include the initial consonant (C), and 

rhyme (R) for the syllable level analysis; and the identical syllable either in the first one 
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(1S), or the second one (2S) as well as within the word pairs (W) for the word level analysis 

(please refer to Appendix III for the detailed information of the phonological transcriptions 

and labels) 28 . Some examples for each label are presented below with the number 

indicating the identical syllable (1 for the first syllable and 2 for the second syllable): 

(1) 回收 ‘to recycle’ [xwej.ʂow] > 減少 ‘to reduce’ [tɕjɛn.ʂaw] > 2C 

The response [tɕjɛn.ʂaw] has the identical segment to the stimuli [xwej.ʂow] on the initial 

consonant of the second syllable (2C) as the sound [ʂ]29. 

(2) 偵辦 ‘to investigate’ [tʂən.pan] > 偵探 ‘detective’ [tʂən.tʰan] > 1S, 2R 

The response [tʂən.tʰan] has the same first syllable [tʂən] (1S), and the identical segement 

on the second syllable to the stimuli [tʂən.pan] as the rhyme [an] (2R).  

(3) 加速 ‘to speed up’ [tɕja.su] > 速度 ‘speed’ [su.tu] > W, 2R 

The response [su.tu] is associated from the stimuli [tɕja.su] with the identical syllable on 

the different syllable within the words (W) as [su], and they also have the same rhyme 

without a coda on the second syllable (2R) as [u]. 

4.4.1 Phonological Similarity 

The identical initial consonants (C), rhymes (R), and syllables (S) between stimuli 

and responses are included for the syllable level analysis of the distribution based on 

                                                           
28 The identical rhyme shares the same (G)V(N)(D) part of the segment between words, in which 

G is a prenucleus, V is a nucleus, N is a coda nasal, and D is a coda consonant. 

29 The dot (.) between the IPA symbols indicates the syllable boundary within a word in the 

section 4.4 and 4.5. 
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phonological similarity of the responses by a chi-square test from 3x2 tables. The 

visualized distribution is presented as a bar chart in Figure 4-4-1. 

 

Figure 4-4-1. Bar plot of the distribution of the phonological similarity of the responses 

The result X2 = 2.087 (df =2) does not reject the null hypothesis (p=0.35), indicating that 

the possibility for the identical segments to present is unrelated to the syllable position. 

Only about 33% (105/318) of the disyllabic responses are found with phonological 

similarity to the stimuli, in which the roughly similar amounts of that are found in syllable 

level (58%; 61/105) and word level (56.2%; 59/105)30. The tokens of each distribution 

based on phonological similarity of the responses are recorded as Table 4-4-1. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
30 Fifteen responses are encoded with phonological similarity in both syllable level (1S or 2S) and 

word level (W). 
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Table 4-4-1. The distribution of the phonological similarity of the responses in syllable 

level and word level 

 Syllable level Word level 

 Initial consonant Rhyme  

1st syllable 12 17 14 

2nd syllable 8 24 19 

Within words   26 

Total 20 41 59 

    

In the analysis of syllable level, more identical initial consonants present on the first 

syllable (60%; 12/20) than on the second syllable; while more identical rhymes present on 

the second syllable (58.5%; 24/41) than the first one. In general, more identical rhymes 

(67.2%; 41/61) than initial consonants (32.7%; 20/61) are found between word pairs of the 

association tasks. On the other hand, in the analysis of word level, more identical syllables 

shared on the same syllabic positions (55.9%; 33/59) than on the different ones.  

4.4.2 Syllable Structure and Tone Structure 

 Three-hundred and eighteen disyllabic responses are remained for the analysis of 

syllable structure and tone structure. For the former analysis, the responses are transcribed 

as the initial consonant (C), prenucleus (G), nucleus (V), coda nasal (N), and coda 

consonant (G) according to Wan’s (1999) syllable structure with a dot (.) between syllables. 

Identical syllable structures between the stimuli and responses are marked as occurring in 

the first syllable (1S) and/or the second syllable (2S). As for the analysis of tone structure, 

high-level (55), high-rising (35), low-falling (21), and high-falling (51) tones are encoded 

to the responses; the responses with tone sandhi (TS; N=17) as underlying representation 
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of low-falling tone (21) on both syllables are excluded for the further analysis. Identical 

tone structures between the stimuli and responses are labeled as occurring in the first 

syllable (1S) and/or the second syllable (2S) as well, and analyzed only in syllable level. 

(for the detailed labels for syllable structure and tone structure of the word pairs, please 

refer to the IPA transcription in Appendix III). An example is provided below to illustrated 

the labels used to mark the shared syllable and tone structure between word pairs from 

association tasks. 

宣導 ‘to propagate’ [ɕɥɛn55 taw21] > 遵守 ‘follow’ [tswən55 ʂow21] >1S2S 

The stimuli [ɕɥɛn55taw21] has the same syllable structure as the response [tswən55 ʂow21], 

i.e., CGVN in the first syllable (1S) and CVG in the second syllable (2S). They also share 

the same tone structure, i.e., high-level tone (55) on the first syllable (1S) and low-falling 

(21) on the second syllable (2S). 

To investigate the dependency between syllable structure and tone structure in 

syllable level, a chi-square test with 2x3 tables is conducted. The visualized distribution is 

presented as a bar chart in Figure 4-4-2. 

 

Figure 4-4-2. Bar plot of the distribution of the shared syllable structure and tone structure 

of the responses 
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The result X2 = 0.41786 (df =2) does not reject the null hypothesis (p=0.81), indicating that 

the possibility for the syllable structure to share between stimuli and responses is unrelated 

to the tone structure in syllable level. The numeric distributions of the syllable structure 

and tone structure are shown as Table 4-4-2. 

Table 4-4-2. The distribution of syllable structure and tone structure of the responses 

 Syllable structure Tone structure 

1st syllable 51 57 

2nd syllable 57 71 

Both syllables 11 16 

Total 119 144 

   

Only around 37.4% (119/318) of the responses are encoded with shared syllable structure 

with the stimuli; 42.9% (51/119) of them present in the first syllable, 47.9% (57/119) of 

them occur in the second syllable, and 9.2% (11/119) of them are in both syllables. On 

another hand, around 45.2% (144/318) of the responses share the tone structure with the 

stimuli; 39.6% (57/144) of them present on the first syllable, 49.3% (71/144) of them occur 

on the second syllable, and 14% (16/144) of them are on both syllables. The similarity of 

syllable structure as well as tone structure present slightly more on the second syllable than 

the first one, and more on the same syllable than the different ones. 

4.4.3 Syllable Type 

 Forty-two disyllabic words are primed as the stimuli in the free association tasks, 

and 323 disyllabic words, 15 monosyllabic words, and 68 words with more than two 

syllables are associated by the ten participants. Each distribution of the syllable types is 

shown in Table 4-4-3, and visualized as Figure 4-4-3. 
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Table 4-4-3. The statistics of the distributions of the syllable types 

 Nouns Verbs All responses Stimuli 

Monosyllable 7 7 14 0 

Disyllable 156 162 318 42 

More than disyllable 38 36 74 0 

Total 201 205 406 42 

     

 

Figure 4-4-3. Bar plot of the distribution of syllable types of the responses  

Though there are only disyllabic stimuli, disyllabic words, monosyllabic words, and words 

with more than two syllables are all responded by the participants. Responses with different 

syllable types are distributed roughly balanced to stimuli between nouns and verbs. 

4.5 Interaction between Semantics and Phonology  

All of the 406 responses will be included in this section for the analysis of the 

interaction between semantics and phonology within word pairs from associations, to 

investigate which puts more influence on the Taiwan Mandarin lexical organization. 

Therefore, the responses will be labeled as either a semantic [+sem, -phon] or phonological 

[-sem, +phon] relationship, or both [+sem, +phon] or neither [-sem, -phon] to the stimuli. 

A semantic relation covers the syntactic as well as the paradigmatic relations; a 
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phonological relation contains the result of the former analysis of the phonological 

similarity, i.e., the same initial consonants, rhymes and syllables, regardless the syllable 

types. The identical syllables within the word pairs (W) and shared characters (C) across 

syllables are also counted with the phonological relation in this section for a general view 

of the analysis31. Examples of each relation are presented below. 

(1)  [+sem, +phon] > 太空  ‘outer space’ [tʰaj.kʰoŋ] and 太空人  ‘astronaut’ 

[tʰaj.kʰoŋ.ʐən] 

The stimuli ‘outer space’ [tʰaj.kʰoŋ] and its response ‘astronaut’ [tʰaj.kʰoŋ.ʐən] have a 

semantic relation as the syntagmatic relation due to a clear sequential connection between 

them, and they also have two identical syllables [tʰaj.kʰoŋ] for the phonological relation. 

In this example, the same characters (C) 太空 also present in both stimulus and the response. 

(2) [+sem, -phon] > 麵包 ‘bread’ [mjɛn.paw] and愛情 ‘love’ [aj.ɕiŋ] 

The stimuli ‘bread’ [mjɛn.paw] and its response ‘love’ [aj.ɕiŋ] have a semantic relation as 

the paradigmatic relation due to an antonymic symbolization of physical and mental 

requirement respectively; however, they do not share any identical phonological segments 

with each other.  

(3) [-sem, +phon] > 綠色 ‘green’ [ly.sɤ] and過濾 ‘to filter’ [kwɔ.ly] 

The response ‘to filter’ [kwɔ.ly] is associated from the first syllable [ly] of the stimuli 

‘green’ [ly.sɤ] for its second syllable without any semantic relations, so they are in a [-sem, 

                                                           
31Considering the high possibility of the identical tone structures in Taiwan Mandarin due to the 

only four surface tones, the phonological relation analyzed in the section 4.5 excludes the tone 

structure. 
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+phon] relation. Also, in this example, the identical syllable [ly] presents within the word 

pairs (W) on the different syllables without the effect from lexicography. 

(4) [-sem, -phon] > 發明 ‘to invent’ [fa.miŋ] and 豆芽菜 ‘bean sprouts’ [tow.ja.tsaj] 

The response ‘bean sprouts’ [tow.ja.tsaj] to the stimuli ‘to invent’ [fa.miŋ] is an association 

from a personal experience without any identical phonological segments shared between 

two words, so it results a [-sem, -phon] relation. 

In general, the pure semantic relation, i.e., [+s/-p] relation, possesses the highest 

proportion; while the pure phonological one, i.e., [-s/+p] relation, has the least proportion 

among all the relation of the interaction between semantic and phonological associations. 

One-hundred and thirty [+s/+p] relation, two-hundred and sixty-three [+s/-p] relation, three 

[-s/+p] relation, and ten [-s/-p] relation are marked from all of the 406 responses regardless 

the syllable types by the associations of the ten participants. The visualized statistics of 

each distribution of the frequency is presented as Figure 4-5-1.  

 

Figure 4-5-1. Bar plot of the frequency of the semantic and phonological relations of the 

responses to the stimuli 

In the result of the interaction between the semantic and phonological relations, the pure 

phonological relation of the [-sem, +phon] type account for 0.7% (3/406) of the data, pure 
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semantic relation of the [+sem, -phon] type account for 64.8% (263/406), and mixed-type 

relation [+sem, +phon] account for 32% (130/406) of the data. The numeric tokens of each 

type of relation are calculated as Table 4-5-1. 

Table 4-5-1. The statistics of the distributions of the semantic and phonological relations  

Code Relation Nouns Verbs All responses 

[+s/+p] Mixed 55 75 130 

[+s/-p] Semantic 137 126 263 

[-s/+p] Phonological 2 1 3 

[-s/-p] Non 7 3 10 

 Total 201 206 406 

     

For those responses associated to the noun stimuli, the phonological relation has 1% (2/201) 

of the data; the semantic relation occupies 68.2% (137/201) of them; and the mixed-type 

relation accounts for 27.4% (55/201) of them, while the corresponding numbers are 0.5%, 

61.2%, and 36.4% to the verb stimuli.  
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CHAPTER FIVE. DISCUSSION  

This study aims to provide an insight into the lexical organization in Taiwan 

Mandarin with the aspect of frequency, syntactic categories, semantics, phonology, and the 

relationship between analyzed linguistic features supported by free word association tasks. 

Previous works have already put much effort on the lexical access, retrieval, and 

organization in mental lexicon; however, the field in Mandarin with all possible 

combinations among initial consonants, syllable structures, and tones considered still has 

a gap left. Therefore, findings from the results will be further discussed to answer the 

hypotheses in this chapter. 

5.1 Tendency of Lexical Organization in Taiwan Mandarin 

First of all, even though many studies have found a distinct function of word-initial 

consonants in Indo-European languages, i.e., initialness (e.g, Meyer’s (1991) results of 

homogeneous in syllable-initials and word-initials instead of rhymes in Dutch; Vitevitch’s 

(2008) demonstration of English phonological network), a semantic tendency of lexical 

organization in Taiwan Mandarin is hypothesized regarding the core lexical semantic 

information embedded in Mandarin characters, and the character level is involved in 

Mandarin lexical access with word level (Huang & Hsieh, 2015; Hsieh, 2006, 2016). 

The result of the interaction between semantic and phonology presented in the 

section 4.5 attests this hypothesis, in which the pure semantic relation distributes around 

64.8% (263/406) of the data between the stimuli and responses, while the pure 

phonological one only has 0.7% (3/406) of them. With the evidence by previous studies 
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and the findings in the present study, a model is proposed as Figure 5-1-1 to explain the 

possible causes for the semantic tendency in Mandarin lexicon. 

Figure 5-1-1. A model of connection between linguistic levels for lexical access in 

Mandarin association 

 

If we compare the models proposed by Bock and Levelt (1994), Dell (1986), and Hsieh 

(2006, 2016) together, a possible connection between linguistic levels for lexical access in 

Mandarin association can be concluded as above. According to Hsieh (2006, 2016), 

characters and morphemes interacts in the character level, in which the process of the 

positional processing for inflections with grammatical encoding also constitute between 

message and phonological encoding in Bock and Levelt (1994). Therefore, Dell’s 

bidirectional network for phonological encoding (1986) presenting the connections 

between morphemes, syllables, rimes to phones can thus further resemble two models. 

However, this model does not focus on the order of each linguistic encoding during lexical 

access, but demonstrate the possible connections and representations between different 

linguistic levels.  
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As a concept emerges in mind, a character can probably be associated with lexical 

selection (a possible connection from Bock and Levelt (1994) and Hsieh (2006, 2016)), 

and this activation can ahead back to the concept for anther associations for the lexical 

formation to the phonological level (the bidirectional spreading proposed by Dell (1986)). 

Given the strong connection between a concept and its lexicographic system in Mandarin 

within the semantic networks, when a message is primed with both semantic and 

phonological encoding, the former one may possess the stronger activation via both 

character level and word level in Mandarin to other semantic representations (, which is 

also supported by the spreading activation model of Collins and Loftus (1975)). 

5.2 Linguistic Influences in Lexical Organization 

The analyzed result for each linguistic encoding included in the present study will 

be discussed in this section to explore their influences on Taiwan Mandarin lexicon as well 

as their interaction within mental networks. The relations of frequency between stimuli and 

responses will be described in the section 5.2.1. The semantic networks regarding 

paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations with lexical categories will be interpreted in the 

section 5.2.2. The phonological networks with the influence by initialness and rhyme in 

Mandarin, syllable structure, tone structure, and syllable types considered will be explained 

in the section 5.2.3. Finally, the interaction among linguistic features such as semantics, 

phonology, parts-of-speech, and character will be demonstrated in the section 5.2.4. 

5.2.1 Frequency Effect & Mental Networks 

Through the result of frequency, we can find that the frequency effect presents 

within the responses that the same tendency of distribution shows between nouns and verbs, 
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which is supported by the statistical result demonstrated in the last chapter. Even the 

significant difference is found between the stimuli and responses, their median (114.5 for 

stimuli; 105 for responses) of frequency roughly corresponds to each other; if this 

frequency effect is resulted only from the priming effect, i.e., the stimuli is controlled 

within a certain frequency level, the significant difference should not present between them. 

Therefore, we may interpret that a network with a certain level of frequency was 

constructed via the process of association in the Mandarin mental lexicon, i.e., words 

within a range of frequency can still associate with those in another frequency range. This 

interpretation is also supported by the spreading activation model of Collins and Loftus 

(1975), where some parts of the networks are stronger than others within the networks. 

5.2.2 Semantic Networks & Syntactic Networks 

The lexical organization of the paradigmatic and syntagmatic shifts reveals certain 

functions of language exposure and the knowledge of an individual word in mental lexicon. 

The total of 406 responses by associations regardless syllable types are included in this 

analysis. Words are mainly classified as paradigmatic (N=202) and syntagmatic (N=187) 

by their semantic connections and syntactic slot according to previous evidence (e.g., 

Entwisle, 1966; Nissen & Henriksen, 2006; Wan & Ting, 2019)32.  

The statistical result of chi-square test (X2 = 41.774; df =1; p<.0001) indicates that 

the semantic relations are related to the syntactic categories of stimuli during free word 

                                                           
32 Since the analysis involves semantic relation and syntactic category, the responses (4.2%; 

17/406) encoded with environmental relation, idiomatic relation, and non-relation as well as the   

two adjective responses (0.5%; 2/406) are excluded in the section. 
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associations with a medium effect size (𝜙 =.33) in the present study. The higher proportion 

of the paradigmatic relation (51.9%; 202/389) between the stimuli and responses may 

therefore result from the high proportion of the noun responses. The consistency of 

syntactic categories is generally stronger with responses having nouns as stimuli (69.9%; 

151/216), in which the same results were also found in Entwisle’s (1966), and Nissen and 

Henriksen (2006). In the statistical result of chi-square test (X2 = 88.76; df =1; p<.0001), a 

shared or distinct parts-of-speech of the response to the stimulus related to the syntactic 

categories of the stimuli is revealed with a strong effect size (𝜙 =.49). Therefore, the 

interaction between semantic relation and syntactic category of the stimuli as well as the 

relation of syntactic category between stimuli and responses in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon 

is supported in the present study. Furthermore, the close value between the syntagmatic 

(51.9%; 202/389) and paradigmatic (48.1%; 187/389) relation also suggests the frequency 

effect discussed in the last section that the controlled distributions and categories of 

syntactic category is associated with the same frequency distribution of the semantic 

relations in mental networks.  

5.2.3 Phonological Networks 

Regarding the domain of the initialness within Indo-European networks, the 

phonological relations is also researched in the present study to provide a possible outline 

of functions between each phonological influences such as initilness, rhyme, syllable 

structure, tone structure, and syllable type. However, the statistical result cannot provide 

the direct evidence for the dependency of the presentation of the shared segment on the 

first syllable or the second one in either syllable or word level; therefore, the interpretation 
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will depend on the numeric data collected and counted from the 105 annotated responses 

with phonological relations in the present study.  

The findings in the syllable level indicate a close value of possibility for the 

influence of initialness on the first syllable (60%; 12/20) and that of rhyme on the second 

syllable (58.5%; 24/41) within disyllabic words from associations, which shows that the 

presence of both influences in the present study. However, rhyme still presents more 

influences on both syllable level (67.2%; 41/61) and word level (32.2%; 19/59) than 

initialness in the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon supported by associations. Moreover, in the 

word level, although more identical syllables shared on the same syllabic positions (55.9%; 

33/59), the presence of the identical syllable across the syllable boundary (44.1%; 26/59) 

is also found between the word pairs by Taiwan Mandarin associations, which suggests 

further research.  

On the other hand, the presence of both syllable structure and tone structure on the 

first or second syllable in the present study does not provide any significant evidence, 

which may throw back to the phonological functions of this two factors that the syllable 

structure frames the phones with phonological constraints in a language, and tone structure 

does the same in Taiwan Mandarin with a part of semantic encoding. Therefore, their 

presences on which syllable within a disyllabic word do not account too much dependency 

via association, which also suggests further studies with larger scale in various tone 

languages. Finally, the common tendency of disyllabification in the Mandarin lexicon is 

attested with a domain 79.6% (323/406) of the data. 
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5.2.4 Networks between Linguistic Influences 

The result of the interaction between each linguistic features will be interpreted in 

this section including frequency, semantics, phonology, parts-of-speech and characters 

(please refer to Appendix III for the detailed labels and classifications of each linguistic 

features to the responses of associations). 

First of all, as mentioned in the section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the frequency effect presents 

within the responses of associations, the sematic relation, and syntactic relations, in which 

the frequency level of the responses is associated from that of the stimuli leading to a shared 

tendency of distribution between responded nouns and verbs. Also, the distribution of the 

target syntactic category is associated to that of the responses as well as the semantic 

relations between word pairs. As for the semantic and phonological interaction, semantic 

relation (64.8%; 263/406) demonstrates a domain than other types of relation between word 

pairs, which imply the semantic-oriented organization in the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon 

during association. However, besides the relation between word pairs, if we consider how 

a response is associated by the target word regardless syllable types, the identical syllable 

across the syllable boundary and also the effect of character can also take into account of 

the lexical organization during associations shown as Table 5-2-4 below. 

Table 5-2-1. The distributions of each linguistic features between word pairs of 

associations regardless syllable types  

Relation  Number Total 

Semantic 
+  393 

406 
-  13 

Phonology 
+  133 

406 
-  273 
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Parts-of-speech 
+  216 

372 
-  156 

Character 
+  72 

406 
-  334 

 

 In general, there are 96.8% of sematic relation (393/406), 32.8% of phonological relation 

(133/406), 58.1% of parts-of-speech relation (216/372), and 17.7% of shared character 

between word-pairs (72/406) during associations. The high proportion of the semantic 

relation which results differently against the evidence found by previous studies of speech 

errors may also account the free word association tasks employed in the present study. 

Which is worthy to notice is that although the distractions from the Mandarin characters 

were gotten rid of in the present study by presenting stimuli with MPS, the influences of 

the lexicography still demonstrate when the same character is shared between the word 

pairs as well as the association directly from the characters. For example, three responses 

are associated by three of the participants from the target word 潛能  ‘potentiality’ 

[tɕʰjɛn35nəŋ35] as 漁夫 ‘fisherman’ [y35fu55] and 捕捉 ‘catch’ [pu21tswɔ55], and 海洋  

‘ocean’ [xaj21jaŋ35], respectively. All of the three participants mentioned the radical of 

the first syllable which is related to ‘water’ as the association trigger, and only the 

lexicographical encoding from the Mandarin characters involved in the process of lexical 

access can explain this phenomenon, which attests the model with character level in 

Mandarin proposed by Hsieh (2006, 2016). 
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CHAPTER SIX. CONCLUSION 

 This study aims to provide an outline of the lexical organization in Taiwan 

Mandarin by free word associations with the possible linguistic influences carefully 

considered including frequency, imageability, lexical categories, and phonological features. 

With previous studies of mental lexicon presenting the concept of a primed activation 

spreading within mental networks, initialness in the phonological connections is therefore 

proposed to be the domain in Indo-European lexicon. However, regarding rich semantic 

representation by its lexicographic system in Mandarin, the present study in turn conducts 

free word association tasks to investigate the connections between associations within 

mental networks, and discusses the tendency of lexical organization with the interaction 

between linguistic influences in Taiwan Mandarin lexicon. 

 After data collection from ten Taiwan Mandarin native speakers (age mean= 23.8 

years old; SD= 1.9; 5 males and 5 females) given forty-two disyllabic nouns and verbs as 

target words in association tasks, an association index with total of 406 responses is 

constructed in the present study with annotation of each linguistic features accounted. The 

findings from the annotated data suggest a semantic tendency of lexical organization in 

Taiwan Mandarin, and the linguistic features do interact with each other, and affect the 

organization within the networks. Similar results are shown between the previous research 

and the present study in semantic relations; while in the phonological networks, rhymes 

seemingly put more influences in the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon, in which a further study 

is suggested. Also, character encoding in mental networks during lexical access is attested 

in the present study. The findings may contribute to the further research on mental lexicon 

in human brains as well as the network functions between human and artificial intelligence. 
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Several insufficiencies of the present study should be mentioned and discussed here. 

Since the small scale of the experiment with limited observations by few participants, the 

results may not authentically represent as the majority; therefore, an expansion of the 

research is required. Second, though the researcher has already paid carefully attention to 

reduce variabilities for the psycholinguistic experiment, some possible factors may still 

probably affect the experimental results. Also, regarding the single psycholinguistic 

experiment included in the present study, i.e., free word associations with visual stimuli 

and oral responses, the results may not be able to provide a completely psycholinguistic 

aspect for the Taiwan Mandarin lexicon. Further investigations with more experiments to 

cover more factors is thus suggested. Since the index is constructed by the free word 

association tasks, the responses are not limited to words in which phrases were collected 

as well; therefore, the future application of the index should take this fact into consideration. 

Though the Academic Sinica Balanced Corpus 3.0 (Sinica Corpus), which is referred as 

the basis of the parts-of-speech tagging (POS) in the present study probably cannot 

represent the exactly current language phenomena in Taiwan Mandarin, it contains five 

million words with a user-friendly search interface, and it is also the first fully POS-tagged 

balanced Chinese Corpus including 46 different tags. Also, as mentioned in Tang and Wan 

(2019), Sinica Corpus is commonly applied in some large-scale corpora such as the 

Linguistic Data Consortium (Ma & Huang, 2006), and shares great similitude with 

different methodologies from other corpora such as the Peking University corpus (Huang 

et al, 2008); therefore, the Sinica Corpus 3.0 should be eligible for the present study. 

Although the researcher focuses on the evidence-based research with the foundation of 

theories followed in the present study, some of the analyses such as semantic and 
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phonological relations were determined by the researcher without the exact example or 

evidence provided in literature, e.g., certain idiomatic usages during word associations, 

which may cause a subjective viewpoint. Finally, many details have still been analyzed yet 

to fulfill a more complete exploration to Taiwan Mandarin lexicon such as the concreteness 

and abstractness during lexical association, phonological networks, and other factors 

unable to be included in the present study. Therefore, further investigations contributing to 

Taiwan Mandarin mental lexicon as well as phonological networks in other tonal languages 

with larger research and experiments across languages are suggested. 
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APPENDIX I. Experiment Materials 
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APPENDIX II. Experiment Procedures  

A. Welcome  

 

Translation  

 Welcome to the association world! Thank you very much for your participation! 

Are you ready to brainstorm together? Before the brainstorming, some information about 

this task will be introduced for you first. You are going to help the task instructor to 

understand the structure of mental lexicon through the word associations. Only your 

information of gender, age, and the results of the task will be taken from this experiment. 

The audio recording of the task will be only for the purpose to have your reaction time 

and confidentially preserved by the task instructor without any others able to access. 

 Taking part in this task is completely voluntary, and the results will be used for 

only academic purposes. You may pause and/or terminate the task at any time. If you 
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choose not to finish the task, any information and your results will not be saved. If you 

agree with the statements above, and are willing to start the task, please press the right 

button. Let’s brainstorm together! 

B. Instruction  

 

Translation  

 The association world. Next, it is time for you to show off your associative 

ability! First of all, during the following task, we are going back to our childhood, and 

you will see a Mandarin disyllabic word presented by Mandarin Phonetic Symbols in the 

center of the screen. After you see the word, please speak out loud the word emerges first 

in your mind as soon as possible, and the word should be a Mandarin word. Only five 

seconds will be available for you to give the response. After giving the response, you 

may press the right button for the next word, and the slide will jump to the next word 

when the time is up. Please just continue the task though you skip one of the response. 

The whole task will spend about 5 to 10 minutes which depends on each individual’s 

situation. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask the task instructor at any time. 

If you are ready, please press the right button, and let’s have your brain “warm up”! 
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C. Acknowledge  

 

Translation  

 This is the end of the task. Thank you very much for brainstorming with us! If 

you have any questions related to the task, please feel free to ask the task instructor or the 

email 106555004@nccu.edu.tw is available for you as well. Thank you again for our 

participation. 

 

  

mailto:106555004@nccu.edu.tw
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APPENDIX III. Data Analyses 

Stimuli 

 Stimuli Gloss IPA Syllable structure Frequency 

1 農夫(Na) farmer noŋ35fu55 CVN.CV  53 

2 毒品(Na) drug tu35pʰin21 CV.CVN  101 

3 節奏(Na) tempo tɕjɛ35tsow51 CGV.CVG  104 

4 戰場(Na) battlefield tʂan51tʂʰaŋ21 CVN.CVN  106 

5 麵包(Na) bread mjɛn51paw55 CGVN.CVG  107 

6 軌道(Na) orbit kwej21taw51 CGVG.CVG  111 

7 法官(Na) judge fa21kwan55 CV.CGVN  111 

8 總裁(Na) chairperson tsoŋ21tsʰaj35 CVN.CVG  114 

9 樹林(Na) woods ʂu51lin35 CV.CVN  114 

10 村民(Na) villager tsʰwən55min35 CGVN.CVN  115 

11 色情(Na) erotic sɤ51tɕʰiŋ35 CV.CVN  118 

12 人選(Na) candidate ʐən35ɕɥɛn21 CVN.CGVN  119 

13 薪水(Na) salary ɕin55ʂwej21 CVN.CGVG  120 

14 車禍(Na) car accident tʂʰɤ55xwɔ51 CV.CGV  120 

15 卡通(Na) cartoon kʰa21tʰoŋ55 CV.CVN  124 

16 綠色(Na) green ly51sɤ51 CV.CV  124 

17 潛能(Na) potentiality tɕʰjɛn35nəŋ35 CGVN.CVN  125 

18 包裝(Na) package paw55tʂwaŋ55 CVG.CGVN  129 

19 太空(Na) outer space tʰaj51kʰoŋ55 CVG.CVN  130 

20 好人(Na) nice person xaw21ʐən35 CVG.CVN  132 

21 評價(Na) evaluation  pʰiŋ35tɕja51 CVN.CGV  134 

22 認可(VC) to approve ʐən51kʰɤ21 CVN.CV  39 

23 模擬(VC) to imitate mɔ35ni21 CV.CV  75 
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24 宣導(VC) to propagate ɕɥɛn55taw21 CGVN.CVG  86 

25 排列(VC) to arrange pʰaj35ljɛ51 CVG.CGV  87 

26 打擊(VC) to hit ta21tɕi35 CV.CV  87 

27 扭曲(VC) to twist njow21tɕʰy55 CGVG.CV  89 

28 綜合(VC) to synthesize tsoŋ51xɤ35 CVN.CV  91 

29 干擾(VC) to interfere kan55ʐaw21 CVN.CVG  100 

30 回收(VC) to recycle xwej35ʂow55 CGVG.CVG  103 

31 區分(VC) to distinguish tɕʰy55fən55 CV.CVN  104 

32 聯繫(VC) to contact ljɛn35ɕi51 CGVN.CV  108 

33 開闢(VC) to exploit kʰaj55pʰi51 CVG.CV  112 

34 擺脫(VC) to get rid of paj21tʰwɔ55 CVG.CGV  120 

35 偵辦(VC) to investigate tʂən55pan51 CVN.CVN  123 

36 塑造(VC) to shape su51tsaw51 CV.CVG  133 

37 發明(VC) to invent fa55miŋ35 CV.CVN  135 

38 儲存(VC) to store tʂʰu35tsʰwən35 CV.CGVN  137 

39 挑戰(VC) to challenge tʰjaw21tʂan51 CGVG.CVN  145 

40 加速(VC) to speed up tɕja55su51 CGV.CV  145 

41 採購(VC) to purchase tsʰaj21kow51 CVG.CVG  161 

42 審查(VC) to examine ʂən21tʂʰa35 CVN.CV  170 
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Index of Analytic Labels 

Phone Syllable structure Tone Semantic relation ±s/±p 

1=1st syllable 

2=2nd syllable 

S=syllable 

W=shared syllable in the word pair 

R=rhyme 

C=initial consonant 

P=paradigmatic relation 

S=syntagmatic relation 

+s/+p=mix-type relation 

+s/-p=sematic relation  

-s/+p=phonological relation  

-s/-p=non-relation  

 

Participant 1F 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 種田 tʂoŋ51tʰjɛn35 1R   S VA 15 +s/+p -POS -C 

2 打擊犯罪        P     +s/-p  -C 

3 鋼琴 kaŋ55tɕʰin35    S Na 130 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 士兵 ʂɨ51piŋ55  2S 1S P Na 73 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 愛情 aj51tɕʰiŋ35   1S P Na 241 +s/-p +POS -C 

6 火車 xwɔ21tʂʰɤ55   1S P Na 244 +s/-p +POS -C 

7 律師 ly51ʂɨ55  1S 2S P Na 213 +s/-p +POS -C 

8 秘書 mi51ʂu55    P Na 203 +s/-p +POS -C 

9 大野狼        P     +s/-p  -C 

10 莊園 tʂwaŋ55ɥɛn35  1S 1S2S P Na 18 +s/-p +POS -C 

11 紅燈區        P Nc 1 +s/-p +POS -C 

12 候選人        P Na 239 +s/+p +POS +C 

13 加薪 tɕja55ɕin55 W  1S S VB 11 +s/+p -POS +C 

14 警察 tɕiŋ21tʂʰa35    P Na 316 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 多啦 A夢                    

16 花椰菜        S Na 2 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 提升 tʰi35ʂəŋ55 2R  1S S VC 389 +s/+p -POS -C 

18 禮物 li35u51    P Na 158 +s/-p +POS -C 

19 太空人        S Na 10 +s/+p +POS +C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 絲瓜 sɨ55kwa55 2R 2S   S Na 8 +s/+p +POS -C 

22 反對 fan21twej51  1S  P VE 526 +s/-p +POS -C 

23 面試 mjɛn51ʂɨ51 1C   S VC 11 +s/+p +POS -C 

24 環保 xwan35paw21 2R 2S 2S S Na 534 +s/+p -POS -C 

25 排列組合        S     +s/+p  +C 

26 打擊樂        S Na 16 +s/+p -POS +C 

27 抽象 tʂʰow55ɕjaŋ51 1R   S VH 114 +s/+p +POS -C 
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28 冰        S Na 77 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 吵鬧 tʂʰaw21naw51 2R   P VA 27 +s/+p +POS -C 

30 寶特瓶        S Na 21 +s/-p -POS -C 

31 分組 fən55tsu21 W  1S P VB 75 +s/+p +POS +C 

32 電話 tjɛn51xwa51 1R 1S 2S S Na 1040 +s/+p -POS -C 

33 盤古 pʰan35ku21  2S  S Nb 2 +s/-p -POS -C 

34 糾纏 tɕjow55tʂʰan35    P VC 43 +s/-p +POS -C 

35 檢察官        S Na 80 +s/-p -POS -C 

36 意識形態        S     +s/-p  -C 

37 愛迪生        P Nb 17 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 刪除 ʂan55tʂʰu35 W  2S P VC 75 +s/+p +POS -C 

39 爬山 pʰa35ʂan55 2R 2S  P VA 47 +s/+p +POS -C 

40 大隊接力        S Na 5 +s/-p -POS -C 

41 百貨公司        S Nc 180 +s/-p -POS -C 

42 調查局        S Nc 60 +s/+p -POS +C 

 

Participant 2M 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 鋤頭 tʂʰu35tʰow35   1S S Na 38 +s/-p +POS -C 

2 很貴 xən21kwej51    S   +s/-p  -C 

3 混亂 xwən51lwan51   2S S VH 134 +s/-p -POS -C 

4 傷兵 ʂaŋ55piŋ55  1S2S  P Na 5 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 奶油 naj21jow35    P Na 22 +s/-p +POS -C 

6 失序 ʂɨ55ɕy51   2S S VH 4 +s/-p -POS -C 

7 法律 fa21ly51 1S 1S 1S P Na 586 +s/+p +POS +C 

8 員工 ɥɛn35koŋ55    P Na 1004 +s/-p +POS -C 

9 小鳥 ɕjow35njow21   TS P Na 70 +s/-p +POS -C 

10 政府 tʂəŋ51fu21    P Na 3598 +s/-p +POS -C 

11 健康 tɕjɛn51kaŋ55  2S 1S P VH 519 +s/-p -POS -C 

12 不適任     S   +s/-p  -C 

13 很低 xən21ti55  1S  S   +s/-p  -C 

14 死亡 sɨ21waŋ35  1S  P VH 340 +s/-p -POS -C 

15 嚴肅 jɛn35su51    S VH 162 +s/-p -POS -C 

16 樹林 ʂu51lin35  1S 1S S Na 114 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 實力 ʂɨ35li51   1S P Na 336 +s/-p +POS -C 

18 精美 tɕiŋ55mej21   1S S VH 68 +s/-p -POS -C 

19 遠方 ɥɛn21faŋ55  2S 2S P Nc 45 +s/-p +POS -C 

20 受賞 ʂow51ʂaŋ35  1S2S 2S S   +s/-p  -C 
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21 美食 mej21ʂɨ35    S Na 84 +s/-p +POS -C 

22 拒絕 tɕy51tɕɥɛ35   1S P VF 324 +s/-p +POS -C 

23 真實 tʂən55ʂɨ35    P VH 302 +s/-p +POS -C 

24 遵守 tswən55ʂow21  1S2S 1S2S S VJ 132 +s/-p +POS -C 

25 擾亂 ʐaw21lwan51 2C 1S 2S P VJ 27 +s/+p +POS -C 

26 欺負 tɕʰi55fu51  1S2S  P VC 69 +s/-p +POS -C 

27 彎曲 wan55tɕʰy55 2S 2S 2S P VH 53 +s/+p +POS +C 

28 單一 tan55i55  1S  P A 161 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 順利 ʂwən51li51    P VH 503 +s/-p +POS -C 

30 利用 li51ɥoŋ51    S VC 1621 +s/-p +POS -C 

31 公平 koŋ55piŋ35  2S 1S S VH 406 +s/-p +POS -C 

32 失聯 ʂɨ55ljɛn35    P   +s/+p  +C 

33 荒地 xwaŋ55ti51 2R 2S 1S2S S Na 17 +s/+p -POS -C 

34 纏繞 tʂʰan35ʐaw51    P VC 7 +s/-p +POS -C 

35 關     P VC 156 +s/-p +POS -C 

36 摧毀 tswej55xwej21    P VC 65 +s/-p +POS -C 

37 創新 tʂʰaŋ51ɕin55    P VC 103 +s/-p +POS -C 

38 刪除 ʂan55tʂʰu35 W  2S P VC 75 +s/+p +POS -C 

39 簡單 tɕjɛn21tan55 2R 2S  P VH 804 +s/+p +POS -C 

40 危險 wej35ɕjɛn21    S VH 303 +s/-p +POS -C 

41 有錢 jow21ɕjɛn35   1S P VH 163 +s/-p +POS -C 

42 嚴肅 jɛn35su51  2S  S VH 162 +s/-p +POS -C 

 

Participant 3F 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 稻米 taw51mi21    S Na 34 +s/-p +POS -C 

2 愛滋病     P Na 119 +s/-p +POS -C 

3 舞蹈 u35taw21  2S TS P Na 230 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 槍     P Na 134 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 食物 ʂɨ35u51    P Na 522 +s/-p +POS -C 

6 火車 xwɔ21tʂʰɤ55   1S P Na 244 +s/-p +POS -C 

7            

8 人     P Na 24159 +s/-p +POS -C 

9 衣服 i55fu35   2S E Na 431 -s/-p +POS -C 

10 狼人殺     E   -s/-p  -C 

11 黃色 xwaŋ35sɤ51 W   P Na 110 +s/+p +POS +C 

12 候選人     P Na 239 +s/+p +POS +C 

13 錢     P Na 1739 +s/-p +POS -C 
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14 血     P Na 206 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 電視 tjɛn51ʂɨ51    S Na 939 +s/-p +POS -C 

16 顏色 jɛn35sɤ51 2S 2S 2S P Na 294 +s/+p +POS +C 

17 漁夫 y35fu55   1S N Na 16 -s/+p +POS +C 

18 包裝紙     S Na 2 +s/+p +POS +C 

19 太空人     S Na 10 +s/+p +POS +C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 分數 fən55ʂu51   2S P Na 116 +s/-p +POS -C 

22 圈圈 tɕʰɥɛn55tɕʰɥɛn55    P Na 29 +s/-p -POS -C 

23 魔術師     S Na 15 +s/+p -POS -C 

24 老師 law21ʂɨ55    S Na 2859 +s/-p -POS -C 

25 桌子 tʂwɔ55tsɨ    S Na 92 +s/-p -POS -C 

26 閃電 ʂan21tjɛn51   1S P Na 14 +s/-p -POS -C 

27 蟲     S Na 85 +s/-p -POS -C 

28 課本 kʰɤ51pən21   1S S Na 75 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 棒子 paŋ51tsɨ  1S  S Na 9 +s/-p -POS -C 

30 廢五金回收     S   +s/+p  +C 

31 巧克力     E Na 40 -s/-p -POS -C 

32 電話 tjɛn51xwa51 1R  2S S Na 1040 +s/+p -POS -C 

33 人     S Na 24159 +s/-p -POS -C 

34 甩開 ʂwaj21kʰaj55 1R  1S2S P VC 3 +s/+p +POS -C 

35 警察 tɕiŋ21tʂʰa35  1S  S Na 316 +s/-p -POS -C 

36 塑膠袋     S Na 15 +s/+p -POS +C 

37 科學家     S Na 220 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 電腦 tjɛn51naw21    S Na 2608 +s/-p -POS -C 

39 獎品 tɕjaŋ35pʰin21  2S TS P Na 41 +s/-p -POS -C 

40 火車 xwɔ21tʂʰɤ55  1S2S  S Na 244 +s/-p -POS -C 

41 錢     S Na 1739 +s/-p -POS -C 

42 警察官     S   +s/+p  -C 

 

Participant 4M 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 稻米 taw51mi21    S Na 34 +s/-p +POS -C 

2 金錢 tɕin55tɕʰjɛn35    P Na 303 +s/-p +POS -C 

3 韻律 ɥən51lu51   2S P Na 41 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 死亡 sɨ21waŋ35 2R   P VH 340 +s/+p -POS -C 

5 必須 pi51ɕy55   1S P VH 12 +s/-p -POS -C 

6 鐵路 tʰjɛ21lu51   1S2S P Na 183 +s/-p +POS -C 
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7 正義 tʂəŋ51i51    P Na 138 +s/-p +POS -C 

8 金錢 tɕin55tɕʰjɛn35  1S 2S P Na 303 +s/-p +POS -C 

9 捷運站     E Nc 3 -s/-p +POS -C 

10 清白 tɕʰiŋ55paj35   1S2S P VH 18 +s/-p -POS -C 

11 AV女優           

12 馬英九     P Nb 11 +s/-p +POS -C 

13 炸彈 tʂa51tan51    P Na 49 +s/-p +POS -C 

14 意外 i51waj51   2S P Na 209 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 捷運站     E Nc 3 -s/-p +POS -C 

16 草原 tsʰaw21ɥɛn35    S Na 102 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 才華 tsʰaj35xwa35   1S2S P Na 59 +s/-p +POS -C 

18 虛偽 ɕy55wej21   1S S VH 18 +s/-p -POS -C 

19 太空人     S Na 10 +s/+p +POS +C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S  2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 價值 tɕja51tʂɨ35 W   P Na 1090 +s/+p +POS +C 

22 許可 ɕy35kʰɤ21 2S 2S TS P VE 46 +s/+p +POS +C 

23 聯合國     S Nc 232 +s/-p -POS -C 

24 避免 pi51mjən21    P VE 850 +s/-p +POS -C 

25 組合 tsu21xɤ35    S Nv 143 +s/-p -POS -C 

26 挫敗 tswɔ51paj51    P VH 14 +s/-p +POS -C 

27 人格 ʐən35kɤ35  2S  S Na 236 +s/-p -POS -C 

28 組合 tsu21xɤ35 1C2S 2S  P Nv 143 +s/+p -POS +C 

29 電磁波     S Na 6 +s/-p -POS -C 

30 減少 tɕjɛn35ʂaw21 2C 2S TS P VHC 764 +s/+p +POS -C 

31 不同 pu51toŋ35  1S2S  S VH 3077 +s/-p +POS -C 

32 朋友 pʰəŋ35jow21    S Na 1813 +s/-p -POS -C 

33 鐵路 tʰjɛ21lu51  2S  S Na 183 +s/-p -POS -C 

34 紅蘿蔔     E Na 12 -s/-p -POS -C 

35 偵探 tʂən55tʰan51 1S2R 1S2S  S Na 12 +s/+p -POS +C 

36 人形 ʐən35ɕiŋ35    S Na 12 +s/-p -POS -C 

37 豆芽菜     E Na 3 -s/-p -POS -C 

38 隨身碟     S   +s/-p  -C 

39 人生 ʐən35ʂəŋ55  2S  S Na 1122 +s/-p -POS -C 

40 賽車 saj51tʂʰɤ55  2S  S Na 32 +s/-p -POS -C 

41 大賣場     S   +s/-p  -C 

42 複雜 fu51tsa35 2R 2S  S VH 544 +s/+p +POS -C 
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Participant 5F 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 鋤頭 tʂʰu35tʰow35   1S S Na 38 +s/-p +POS -C 

2 危險 wej35ɕjɛn21   1S2S S VH 303 +s/-p -POS -C 

3 速度 su51tu51   2S P Na 578 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 死人 sɨ21ʐən35  2S  P Na 31 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 食物 ʂɨ35u51    P Na 522 +s/-p +POS -C 

6 跑步 pʰaw21pu51   1S2S P VA 35 +s/-p -POS -C 

7 律師 ly51ʂɨ55  1S 2S P Na 213 +s/-p +POS -C 

8 有錢 jow21tɕʰjɛn35   1S2S S VH 163 +s/-p -POS -C 

9 森林 sən55lin35 2S 2S 2S P Na 451 +s/+p +POS +C 

10 不覺曉     I   +s/+p  -C 

11 A片           

12 總統 tsoŋ35tʰoŋ21  1S TS P Na 1002 +s/-p +POS -C 

13 很多錢     P   +s/-p  -C 

14 死人 sɨ21ʐən35  1S  P Na 31 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 蠟筆小新     P   +s/-p  -C 

16 博覽會     S Na 60 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 捕捉 pu21tswɔ55    S VC 100 +s/+p -POS +C 

18 垃圾 lɤ51sɤ51    P Na 484 +s/-p +POS -C 

19 外太空     S Nc 9 +s/+p +POS +C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 購物 kow51u51   2S S Nv 174 +s/-p +POS -C 

22 辨認 pjɛn51ʐən51 W  1S P VC 33 +s/+p +POS +C 

23 兩可 ljaŋ35kʰɤ21   TS I   +s/+p  -C 

24 交通 tɕjaw55toŋ55 2C  1S S Na 898 +s/+p -POS -C 

25 數學 ʂu51ɕɥɛ35 2R 2S  P Na 254 +s/+p -POS -C 

26 犯罪 fan51tswej51    S Nv 119 +s/-p -POS -C 

27 變形 pjɛn51ɕiŋ35    S VH 49 +s/-p +POS -C 

28 活動 xwɔ35toŋ51    S Na 3406 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 很煩 xən21fan35  1S  S   +s/-p  -C 

30 資源 tsɨ55ɥɛn35    S Na 1325 +s/-p -POS -C 

31 分辨 fən55pjɛn51 W  1S P VE 89 +s/+p +POS +C 

32 電話 tjɛn51xwa51 1R 1S 2S S Na 1040 +s/+p -POS -C 

33 家園 ɕja55ɥɛn35   1S S Na 68 +s/-p -POS -C 

34 清楚 tɕiŋ55tsʰu21    P VH 892 +s/-p +POS -C 

35 警察 tɕiŋ21tʂʰa35  1S  S Na 316 +s/-p -POS -C 

36 塑膠 su51tɕjow55 1S 1S 1S S Na 84 +s/+p -POS +C 
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37 愛因斯坦     P Nb 18 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 刪除 ʂan55tʂʰu35 W  2S P VC 75 +s/+p +POS -C 

39 不可能     S A 11 +s/-p -POS -C 

40 速度 su51tu51 2RW 2S 2S S Na 578 +s/+p -POS +C 

41 採買 tsʰaj35maj21 1S 1S TS P VC 4 +s/+p +POS +C 

42 審問 ʂən21wən51 1S 1S  P VE 1 +s/+p +POS +C 

 

Participant 6M 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 鋤頭 tʂʰu35tʰow35   1S S Na 38 +s/-p +POS -C 

2 針筒 tʂən55toŋ21  2S 2S P Na 8 +s/-p +POS -C 

3 打鼓 ta35ku21   TS S VA 6 +s/-p -POS -C 

4 屍體 ʂɨ55tʰi21   2S P Na 91 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 麵粉 mjɛn51fən21 1S  1S P Na 23 +s/+p +POS +C 

6 鐵軌 tʰjɛ35kwej21 W  TS P Na 14 +s/+p +POS +C 

7 裁判 tsʰaj35pʰan51 2R   P Na 68 +s/+p +POS -C 

8 公司 koŋ55sɨ55 1R 1S  P Nc 5397 +s/+p +POS -C 

9 砍材 kʰan21tʂʰaj35   2S S   +s/-p  -C 

10 火把 xwɔ35pa21   TS P Na 23 +s/-p +POS -C 

11 地球儀     N Na 3 -s/-p +POS -C 

12 總統 tsoŋ35tʰoŋ21  1S TS P Na 1002 +s/-p +POS -C 

13 紅包 xoŋ35paw55  1S  P Na 49 +s/-p +POS -C 

14 意外 i51waj51   2S P Na 209 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 動畫 toŋ51xwa51    P Na 62 +s/-p +POS -C 

16 過濾 kwɔ51lu51 W 2S 1S2S N VC 36 -s/+p -POS -C 

17 海洋 xaj21jaŋ35   2S N Na 230 +s/+p +POS +C 

18 紙張 tʂɨ21tʂaŋ55 2C2R  2S P Na 60 +s/+p +POS -C 

19 星星 ɕiŋ55ɕiŋ55  2S 2S P Na 182 +s/-p +POS -C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 評估 pʰiŋ35ku55 1S 1S 1S P VE 335 +s/+p -POS +C 

22 認定 ʐən51tiŋ51 1S 1S 1S P VE 143 +s/+p +POS +C 

23 女巫 ny21u55  1S  S Na 14 +s/-p -POS -C 

24 宣傳 ɕɥɛn55tʂʰwan35 1S 1S 1S P Na 182 +s/+p -POS +C 

25 柵欄 tʂa51lan35 2C   S Na 13 +s/+p -POS -C 

26 閃電 ʂan21tjɛn51   1S P Na 14 +s/-p -POS -C 

27 橋梁 tɕʰjow35ljaŋ35 1R   S Na 21 +s/+p -POS -C 

28 書本 ʂu55pən21    S Na 86 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 電波 tjɛn51pɔ55    S Na 39 +s/-p -POS -C 
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30 廢品 fej51pʰin21 1R   P   +s/+p  -C 

31 分隔 fən55kɤ35 W  1S P VJ 15 +s/+p +POS +C 

32 鍛鍊 twan51ljɛn51 W 1S 2S N VC 36 -s/+p +POS -C 

33 土地 tʰu21ti51 1R 2S 2S S Na 1147 +s/+p -POS -C 

34 甩開 ʂwaj21kʰaj55 1R  1S2S P VC 3 +s/+p +POS -C 

35 偵探 tʂən55tʰan51 1S2R 1S2S 1S2S S Na 12 +s/+p -POS +C 

36 肉體 ʐow51tʰi21   1S S Na 83 +s/-p -POS -C 

37 科學 kʰɤ55ɕɥɛ35  1S 1S2S P Na 1015 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 倉庫 tsʰaŋ55kʰu51    S Nc 57 +s/-p -POS -C 

39 試煉 ʂɨ51ljɛn51   2S P Nv 2 +s/-p -POS -C 

40 汽油 tɕʰi51jow35    P Na 15 +s/-p -POS -C 

41 購買 kow51maj21 W 1S  P VC 475 +s/+p +POS +C 

42 禁忌 tɕin51tɕi51  1S2S  S Na 74 +s/-p -POS -C 

 

Participant 7M 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 耕種 kəŋ55tʂoŋ51    S Vc 25 +s/-p -POS -C 

2 成癮 tʂəŋ35iŋ21   1S2S P VH 14 +s/-p -POS -C 

3 音樂 in55ɥɛ51   2S P Na 1206 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 士兵 ʂɨ51piŋ55  2S 1S P Na 73 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 澱粉 tjɛn51fən21 1R  1S P Na 5 +s/+p +POS -C 

6 火車 xwɔ21tʂʰɤ55   1S P Na 244 +s/-p +POS -C 

7 複雜 fu51tsa35 1C 1S  S VH 544 +s/+p -POS -C 

8 富有 fu51jow21    S VH 88 +s/-p -POS -C 

9 多樹 twɔ55ʂu51 W   P   +s/+p  +C 

10 鄉民 ɕjaŋ55min35 2S 1S2S 1S2S P Na 74 +s/+p +POS +C 

11 影片 iŋ21pʰjɛn51    S Na 249 +s/-p +POS -C 

12 候選人     P Na 239 +s/+p +POS +C 

13 開心 kʰaj55ɕin55 W  1S S VH 153 +s/+p -POS -C 

14 保險 paw35ɕjɛn21   TS P Na 339 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 兒童 ɚ35tʰoŋ35 2S 2S  P Na 720 +s/+p +POS -C 

16 草原 tsʰaw21ɥɛn35    S Na 102 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 開發 kʰaj55fa55    S Vc 822 +s/-p -POS -C 

18 漂亮 pʰjaw51ljaŋ51 1R2R 2S  S VH 361 +s/+p -POS -C 

19 月球 ɥɛ51tɕʰjow35   1S P Na 51 +s/-p +POS -C 

20 好人卡     S   +s/+p  +C 

21             

22 老師 law21ʂɨ55  2S  S Na 2859 +s/-p -POS -C 
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23 虛擬 ɕu55ni21 2S 2S 2S P Nv 85 +s/+p -POS +C 

24 文宣 wən35ɕɥɛn55 W   S Na 33 +s/+p -POS +C 

25 組合 tsu21xɤ35    S Nv 143 +s/-p -POS -C 

26 受傷 ʂow51ʂaŋ55    P VH 181 +s/-p +POS -C 

27 變形 pjɛn51ɕiŋ35    S VH 49 +s/-p +POS -C 

28 活動 xwɔ35toŋ51    S Na 3406 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 很煩 xən21fan35  1S  S   +s/-p  -C 

30 慈濟 tsʰɨ35tɕi51   1S S Nb 133 +s/-p -POS -C 

31 動腦 toŋ51naw21    S   +s/-p  -C 

32 電話 tjɛn51xwa51 1R 1S 2S S Na 1040 +s/+p -POS -C 

33 開疆闢土     S   +s/+p  +C 

34 束縛 ʂu51fu35    S Nv 40 +s/-p -POS -C 

35            

36 雕塑 tjaw55su51 W  2S P Na 50 +s/+p -POS +C 

37 愛因斯坦     P Nb 18 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 硬碟 iŋ51tjɛ35   2S S Na 85 +s/-p -POS -C 

39 困難 kʰwən51nan35 2R   S VH 470 +s/+p +POS -C 

40 狂奔 kʰwaŋ35pən55    P VA 11 +s/-p +POS -C 

41 花錢 xwa55tɕʰjɛn35    P VA 119 +s/-p +POS -C 

42 評審 pʰiŋ35ʂən21 W 1S  S Na 83 +s/+p -POS +C 

 

Participant 8M 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 牛     P Na 268 +s/-p +POS -C 

2            

3 音樂 in55ɥɛ51   2S P Na 1206 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 阿兵哥     P Na 15 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 吳寶春     P   +s/-p  -C 

6 太陽 tʰaj51jaŋ35    P Na 428 +s/-p +POS -C 

7 律師 ly51ʂɨ55  1S 2S P Na 213 +s/-p +POS -C 

8 秘書 mi51ʂu55    P Na 203 +s/-p +POS -C 

9 大象 ta51ɕjaŋ51  1S 1S P Na 105 +s/-p +POS -C 

10 村長 tsʰwən55tʂaŋ21 1S 1S 1S P Na 40 +s/+p +POS +C 

11 黃色 xwaŋ35sɤ51 W   P Na 110 +s/+p +POS +C 

12 模範生     S Na 21 +s/-p +POS -C 

13 工作 koŋ55tswɔ51  1S 1S P Na 4604 +s/-p +POS -C 

14 警察 tɕiŋ21tʂʰa35    P Na 316 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 神奇寶貝     P   +s/-p  -C 
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16 紅色 xoŋ35sɤ51 2S 2S 2S P Na 159 +s/+p +POS +C 

17 大腦 ta51naw21 2C   P Na 50 +s/+p +POS -C 

18 麵包 mjɛn51paw55 W  2S P Na 107 +s/+p +POS +C 

19 外星人     P Na 7 +s/-p +POS -C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 好評 xaw21pʰiŋ35 W   P Na 48 +s/+p +POS +C 

22 肯定 kʰən21tiŋ51 1R 1S  P VK 535 +s/+p +POS -C 

23 兩可 ljaŋ35kʰɤ21   TS I   +s/+p  -C 

24 時事 ʂɨ35ʂɨ51    S Na 20 +s/-p -POS -C 

25 組合 tsu21xɤ35    S Nv 143 +s/-p -POS -C 

26 呂布 lu21pu51  1S2S 1S S Nb 4 +s/-p -POS -C 

27 變形 pjɛn51ɕiŋ35    S VH 49 +s/-p +POS -C 

28 選擇題     S Na 5 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 大腦 ta51naw21 2R  2S S Na 50 +s/+p -POS -C 

30 寶特瓶     S Na 21 +s/-p -POS -C 

31 格局 kɤ35tɕy35  1S  P Na 111 +s/-p -POS -C 

32 朋友 pʰəŋ35jow21   1S S Na 1813 +s/-p -POS -C 

33 土地 tʰu21ti51 1R 2S 2S S Na 1147 +s/+p -POS -C 

34 束縛 ʂu51fu35    S Nv 40 +s/-p -POS -C 

35 法官 fa21kwan55 2R   S Na 111 +s/+p -POS -C 

36 黏土 njɛn35tʰu21    S Na 9 +s/-p -POS -C 

37 愛迪生     P Nb 17 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 倉庫 tsʰaŋ55kʰu51    S Nc 57 +s/-p -POS -C 

39 競爭 tɕiŋ51tʂəŋ55  2S  P Na 628 +s/-p -POS -C 

40 摩托車     S Na 60 +s/-p -POS -C 

41 cosco           

42 勘查 kʰan55tʂʰa35 2S 1S 2S P Vc 43 +s/+p +POS +C 

 

Participant 9F 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 天地 tʰjɛn55ti51  2S  P Na 194 +s/-p +POS -C 

2 槍枝氾濫     P   +s/-p  -C 

3 音樂 in55ɥɛ51   2S P Na 1206 +s/-p +POS -C 

4 考試 kʰaw21ʂɨ51    P Na 444 +s/-p +POS -C 

5 法國 fa21kwɔ35    S Nc 483 +s/-p +POS -C 

6 咖啡色     S Na 8 +s/-p +POS -C 

7            

8 總經理     P Na 359 +s/+p +POS +C 
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9 綠色 ly51sɤ51  1S 1S S Na 124 +s/-p +POS -C 

10 狼人 laŋ35ʐən35   2S E Na 1 -s/-p +POS -C 

11 場所 tʂʰaŋ35swɔ21   TS S Na 342 +s/-p +POS -C 

12 候選人     P Na 239 +s/+p +POS +C 

13 發大財     P   +s/-p  -C 

14 可怕 kʰɤ21pʰa51  1S 2S S VH 192 +s/-p -POS -C 

15 童年 tʰoŋ35njɛn35 W   P Na 147 +s/+p +POS -C 

16 草地 tsʰaw21ti51  2S 2S S Na 87 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 開發 kʰaj55fa55    S Vc 822 +s/-p -POS -C 

18 塑膠 su51tɕjow55   2S P Na 84 +s/-p +POS -C 

19 新世界     P Nc 3 +s/-p +POS -C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 觀感 kwan55kan21    P Na 20 +s/-p +POS -C 

22 成就感     S Na 91 +s/-p -POS -C 

23 測驗 tsʰɤ51jɛn51    S Na 140 +s/-p -POS -C 

24 小冊子     S Na 8 +s/-p -POS -C 

25 規則 kwej55tsɤ35    S Na 341 +s/-p -POS -C 

26 樂器 ɥɛ51tɕʰi51 2R 2S  S Na 253 +s/+p -POS -C 

27 價值觀     S Na 178 +s/-p -POS -C 

28 社會 ʂɤ51xwej51   1S P Na 5261 +s/-p -POS -C 

29 煩人 fan35ʐən35 1R2C 1S  S VH 8 +s/+p +POS -C 

30 資源 tsɨ55ɥɛn35    S Na 1325 +s/-p -POS -C 

31 區塊 tɕʰy55kʰwaj51 1S 1S 1S S Na 9 +s/+p -POS +C 

32 手機 ʂow21tɕi55 2R 2S  S Na 3 +s/+p -POS -C 

33 新天地     S   +s/-p  -C 

34 束縛 ʂu51fu51    S Nv 40 +s/-p -POS -C 

35 偵察 tʂən55tʂʰa35 1S 1S 1S P Vc 13 +s/+p +POS +C 

36 能力 nən35li51   2S S Na 1632 +s/-p -POS -C 

37 科學家     S Na 220 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 電腦 tjɛn51naw21    S Na 2608 +s/-p -POS -C 

39 困難 kʰwən51nan35 2R   S VH 470 +s/+p +POS -C 

40 跑車 pʰaw21tʂʰɤ55  2S  S Na 31 +s/-p -POS -C 

41 購物袋     P Na 3 +s/+p -POS +C 

42 稽核 tɕi55xɤ35  2S 2S P Vc 9 +s/-p +POS -C 

 

Participant 10F 

 

Responses IPA Phone Syllable 

structure 

Tone Semantic 

relation 

POS Frequency ±s/±p ±POS ±Character 

1 稻米 taw51mi21    S Na 34 +s/-p +POS -C 
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2 針筒 tʂən55toŋ21  2S 2S P Na 8 +s/-p +POS -C 

3 節拍器     S   +s/+p  +C 

4            

5 烤箱 kʰaw21ɕjaŋ55   2S S Na 15 +s/-p +POS -C 

6 火車 xwɔ21tʂʰɤ55   1S P Na 244 +s/-p +POS -C 

7 捲髮 tɕɥɛn35fa21 W  TS P Na 5 +s/+p +POS -C 

8 秘書 mi51ʂu55    P Na 203 +s/-p +POS -C 

9 森林 sən55lin35 2S 2S 2S P Na 451 +s/+p +POS +C 

10 狼人 laŋ35ʐən35   2S E Na 1 -s/-p +POS -C 

11 人     P Na 24159 +s/-p +POS -C 

12            

13 錢     P Na 1739 +s/-p +POS -C 

14 救護車     P Na 21 +s/-p +POS -C 

15 

櫻桃小丸

子 

    P   +s/-p  -C 

16 葉子 jɛ51tsɨ  2S 1S S Na 81 +s/-p +POS -C 

17 無限 u35ɕjɛn51   1S S VH 211 +s/-p -POS -C 

18 浪費 laŋ51fej51    S VC 170 +s/-p -POS -C 

19 月球 ɥɛ51tɕʰjow35   1S P Na 51 +s/-p +POS -C 

20 壞人 xwaj51ʐən35 1C2S 2S 2S P Na 105 +s/+p +POS +C 

21 好壞 xaw21xwaj51   2S P Na 76 +s/-p +POS -C 

22 贊同 tsan51toŋ35  1S 1S P VJ 70 +s/-p +POS -C 

23 考卷 kʰaw21tɕɥɛn51    S Na 44 +s/-p -POS -C 

24            

25 組合 tsu21xɤ35    S Nv 143 +s/-p -POS -C 

26 承受 tʂʰəŋ35ʂow51    S VC 104 +s/-p +POS -C 

27            

28 加總 tɕja55tsoŋ21 W   P Na 1 +s/+p -POS -C 

29 吵鬧 tʂʰaw21naw51 2R   P VA 27 +s/+p +POS -C 

30 環保 xwan35paw21 1C 2S 1S S Na 534 +s/+p -POS -C 

31 清楚 tɕʰiŋ55tʂʰu21   1S S VH 892 +s/-p +POS -C 

32 手機 ʂow21tɕi55 2R 2S  S Na 3 +s/+p -POS -C 

33            

34 輕鬆 tɕʰiŋ55soŋ55   2S P VH 294 +s/-p +POS -C 

35 警察 tɕiŋ21tʂʰa35  1S  S Na 316 +s/-p -POS -C 

36 形象 ɕiŋ35ɕjaŋ51   2S S Na 463 +s/-p -POS -C 

37 科學家     S Na 220 +s/-p -POS -C 

38 收藏 ʂow55tsʰaŋ35 2C  2S P VC 115 +s/+p +POS -C 

39 書     S Na 1581 +s/-p -POS -C 

40 前進 tɕʰjɛn35tɕin51   2S P VA 106 +s/-p +POS -C 
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41 採買 tsʰaj35maj21 1S 1S TS P VC 4 +s/+p +POS +C 

42 人     S Na 24159 +s/-p -POS -C 
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APPENDIX IV. Programming Codes in R 

Na<-c(53,101,104,106,107,111,111,114,114,115,118,119,120,120,124,124,125,129,130,132,134) 
> Vc<-c(39,75,86,87,87,89,91,100,103,104,108,112,120,123,133,135,137,145,145,161,170) 
> summary(Na) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
   53.0   111.0   118.0   114.8   124.0   134.0  
> summary(Vc) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
   39.0    89.0   108.0   111.9   135.0   170.0  
> sd(Na) 
[1] 16.95175 
> sd(Vc) 
[1] 31.32236 
> t.test(Na, Vc) 
 Welch Two Sample t-test 
data:  Na and Vc 
t = 0.37375, df = 30.79, p-value = 0.7112 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
 -12.95052  18.76004 
sample estimates: 
mean of x mean of y  
 114.8095  111.9048  
> wilcox.test(Na, Vc) 
 Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction 
data:  Na and Vc 
W = 244.5, p-value = 0.5543 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 
> wilcox.test(Na,jitter(Vc)) 
 Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction 
data:  Na and jitter(Vc) 
W = 245, p-value = 0.546 
alternative hypothesis: true location shift is not equal to 0 
> NF<-c(130,73,241,244,213,203,18,239,316,2,158,10,105,8,534,16,77,21,1040,80,5,38,5,22,5
86,1004,70,3598,114,336,84,17,34,119,230,134,522,244,24159,431,110,239,1739,206,939,294,1
6,2,10,105,116,29,15,2859,92,14,85,75,9,40,1040,24159,316,15,220,2608,41,244,1739,34,303,
41,183,138,303,49,209,102,59,10,105,1090,236,6,1813,183,12,12,12,3,1122,32,38,578,31,522,
213,451,1002,31,60,484,105,898,254,3406,1325,1040,68,316,84,578,38,8,91,23,14,68,23,3,100
2,49,209,62,230,60,182,105,14,182,13,14,21,86,39,1147,12,83,1015,15,74,2,17,11,18,1,180,6
0,45,3,3,232,9,5397,57,143,143,174,119,2,1206,73,5,244,74,249,239,339,720,102,51,2859,33,
3406,1040,50,85,83,268,1206,15,428,213,203,105,40,110,21,4604,316,159,50,107,7,105,48,20,
5,50,21,111,1813,1147,111,9,628,60,194,1206,444,8,359,124,1,342,239,147,87,84,105,20,91,1
40,8,341,253,178,5261,1325,9,3,1632,220,2608,31,3,34,8,15,244,5,203,451,1,24159,1739,21,8
1,51,105,76,44,1,534,3,316,463,220,1581,24159,133,18,4,17,57,483,3,85,143,40,143,40,40,14
3) 
> str(NF) 
 num [1:274] 130 73 241 244 213 203 18 239 316 2 ... 
> summary(NF) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
    1.0    24.5   105.0   715.5   300.8 24159.0  
> sd(NF) 
[1] 2959.4 
 
> VF<-c(27,47,35,6,15,11,75,389,11,43,75,69,1621,7,156,65,103,75,3,100,33,75,4,36,36,3,47
5,526,46,850,89,1,335,143,324,114,134,4,519,340,162,68,302,53,503,406,804,303,163,162,34
0,12,18,18,14,3077,544,303,163,49,892,764,132,27,15,25,11,119,27,106,822,43,822,13,9,170,
104,115,4,14,544,88,153,361,181,49,470,49,192,8,470,211,892,294,70,535) 
> str(VF) 
 num [1:96] 27 47 35 6 15 11 75 389 11 43 ... 
> summary(VF) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
    1.0    27.0   101.5   242.6   326.8  3077.0  
> sd(VF) 
[1] 403.4579 
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> t.test(NF, NF) 
 Welch Two Sample t-test 
data:  NF and NF 
t = 0, df = 546, p-value = 1 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
 -496.6555  496.6555 
sample estimates: 
mean of x mean of y  
 715.5438  715.5438  
> boxplot(NF, VF, names = c("Nouns", "Verbs"), ylab = "Frequency", outline=FALSE) 
 
> Responses<-c(11,161,130,73,241,244,213,203,18,239,316,2,158,10,105,8,534,16,77,21,1040,
80,5,38,5,22,586,1004,70,3598,114,336,84,17,34,119,230,134,522,244,24159,431,110,239,173
9,206,939,294,16,2,10,105,116,29,15,2859,92,14,85,75,9,40,1040,24159,316,15,220,2608,41,2
44,1739,34,303,41,183,138,303,49,209,102,59,10,105,1090,236,6,1813,183,12,12,12,3,1122,3
2,38,578,31,522,213,451,1002,31,60,484,105,898,254,3406,1325,1040,68,316,84,578,38,8,91,2
3,14,68,23,3,1002,49,209,62,230,60,182,105,14,182,13,14,21,86,39,1147,12,83,1015,15,74,2,
17,11,18,1,180,60,45,3,3,232,9,5397,57,143,143,174,119,2,1206,73,5,244,74,249,239,339,72
0,102,51,2859,33,3406,1040,50,85,83,268,1206,15,428,213,203,105,40,110,21,4604,316,159,5
0,107,7,105,48,20,5,50,21,111,1813,1147,111,9,628,60,194,1206,444,8,359,124,1,342,239,14
7,87,84,105,20,91,140,8,341,253,178,5261,1325,9,3,1632,220,2608,31,3,34,8,15,244,5,203,45
1,1,24159,1739,21,81,51,105,76,44,1,534,3,316,463,220,1581,24159,133,18,4,17,57,483,3,85,
143,40,143,40,40,143,27,47,35,6,15,11,75,389,11,43,75,69,1621,7,156,65,103,75,3,100,33,7
5,4,36,36,3,475,526,46,850,89,1,335,143,324,114,134,4,519,340,162,68,302,53,503,406,804,3
03,163,162,340,12,18,18,14,3077,544,303,163,49,892,764,132,27,15,25,11,119,27,106,822,43,
822,13,9,170,104,115,4,14,544,88,153,361,181,49,470,49,192,8,470,211,892,294,70,535) 
> str(Responses) 
 num [1:372] 11 161 130 73 241 244 213 203 18 239 ... 
> summary(Responses) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.  
    1.0    27.0   105.0   590.1   303.0 24159.0  
> sd(Responses) 
[1] 2555.496 
 
> Stimulus<-c(53,101,104,106,107,111,111,114,114,115,118,119,120,120,124,124,125,129,130,
132,134,39,75,86,87,87,89,91,100,103,104,108,112,120,123,133,135,137,145,145,161,170) 
> str(Stimulus) 
 num [1:42] 53 101 104 106 107 111 111 114 114 115 ... 
> summary(Stimulus) 
   Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.  
   39.0   103.2   114.5   113.4   128.0  
   Max.  
  170.0  
> sd(Stimulus) 
[1] 24.91823 
 
> t.test(Stimulus, Responses) 
 Welch Two Sample t-test 
data:  Stimulus and Responses 
t = -3.5966, df = 371.62, p-value = 0.0003659 
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 
95 percent confidence interval: 
 -737.3858 -216.0934 
sample estimates: 
mean of x mean of y  
 113.3571  590.0968  
 
> boxplot(Stimulus, Responses, names = c("Stimuli", "Responses"), ylab = "Frequency", out
line=FALSE) 
 
> POS<-cbind(c(151,31), c(65,125)) 
> colnames(POS)<-c("Nouns","Verbs") 
> rownames(POS)<-c("shared POS", "distinct POS") 
> POS 
             Nouns Verbs 
shared POS     151    65 
distinct POS    31   125 
> chisq.test (POS) 
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 Pearson's Chi-squared test with Yates' continuity correction 
data:  POS 
X-squared = 88.76, df = 1, p-value < 2.2e-16 
> assocstats(POS) 
                    X^2 df P(> X^2) 
Likelihood Ratio 95.729  1        0 
Pearson          90.752  1        0 
 
Phi-Coefficient   : 0.494  
Contingency Coeff.: 0.443  
Cramer's V        : 0.494  
> chisq.test (POS)$observed 
             Nouns Verbs 
shared POS     151    65 
distinct POS    31   125 
> chisq.test (POS)$expected 
                 Nouns     Verbs 
shared POS   105.67742 110.32258 
distinct POS  76.32258  79.67742 
> chisq.test (POS)$residuals 
                 Nouns     Verbs 
shared POS    4.408832 -4.315016 
distinct POS -5.187858  5.077466 
> barplot(POS, beside = TRUE, col = c("grey20", "grey60"), xlab = "Responses", ylab = "Fr
equency") 
> legend("top", c("shared POS", "distinct POS"), fill = c("grey20", "grey60")) 
> mosaic(POS, shade = TRUE, varnames = FALSE) 
 
> P<-c(23,23,23,23,23,23,23,24,24,29) 
> mean(P) 
[1] 23.8 
> sd(P) 
[1] 1.873796 
 
> SR<-cbind(c(131,59), c(71,128)) 
> colnames(SR)<-c("Nouns","Verbs") 
> rownames(SR)<-c("paradigmatic", "syntagmatic") 
> SR 
             Nouns Verbs 
paradigmatic   131    71 
syntagmatic     59   128 
> chisq.test (SR) 
 Pearson's Chi-squared test with Yates' continuity correction 
data:  SR 
X-squared = 41.774, df = 1, p-value = 1.025e-10 
 > assocstats(SR) 
                    X^2 df   P(> X^2) 
Likelihood Ratio 43.957  1 3.3569e-11 
Pearson          43.097  1 5.2105e-11 
Phi-Coefficient   : 0.333  
Contingency Coeff.: 0.316  
Cramer's V        : 0.333  
> barplot(SR, beside = TRUE, col = c("grey20", "grey60"), xlab = "Stimuli", ylab = "Frequ
ency") 
> legend("top", c("paradigmatic relation", "syntagmatic relation"), fill = c("grey20", "g
rey60")) 
> mosaic(SR, shade = TRUE, varnames = FALSE) 
> chisq.test (SR)$expected 
                Nouns     Verbs 
paradigmatic 98.66324 103.33676 
syntagmatic  91.33676  95.66324 
> chisq.test (SR)$residuals 
                 Nouns     Verbs 
paradigmatic  3.255508 -3.181040 
syntagmatic  -3.383559  3.306161 
> PS<-cbind(c(12,17,14), c(8,24, 19)) 
> colnames(PS)<-c("1st syllable","2nd syllable") 
> rownames(PS)<-c("C","R","S") 
> PS 
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  1st syllable 2nd syllable 
C           12            8 
R           17           24 
S           14           19 
> chisq.test (PS) 
 Pearson's Chi-squared test 
data:  PS 
X-squared = 2.087, df = 2, p-value = 0.3522 
> assocstats(PS) 
                    X^2 df P(> X^2) 
Likelihood Ratio 2.0852  2  0.35253 
Pearson          2.0870  2  0.35223 
Phi-Coefficient   : NA  
Contingency Coeff.: 0.147  
Cramer's V        : 0.149  
> barplot(PS, beside = TRUE, col = c("grey20", "grey40", "grey60"), xlab = "Stimuli", yla
b = "Frequency") 
> legend("topleft", c("C", "R","S"), fill = c("grey20", "grey40", "grey60")) 
 
> ST<-cbind(c(7,156,38), c(7,162,36), c(14,318,74)) 
> rownames(ST)<-c("Monosyllable","Disyllable","More than disyllable") 
> colnames(ST)<-c("Nouns","Verbs","All responses") 
> ST 
                     Nouns Verbs All responses 
Monosyllable             7     7            14 
Disyllable             156   162           318 
More than disyllable    38    36            74 
> barplot(ST, beside = TRUE, col = c("grey20", "grey40", "grey60"), ylab = "Frequency") 
> legend("topleft", c("Monosyllable","Disyllable","More than disyllable"), fill = c("grey
20", "grey40", "grey60")) 
 
> STS<-cbind(c(51,57,11), c(57,71,16)) 
> rownames(STS)<-c("1st syllable","2nd syllable","both syllables") 
> colnames(STS)<-c("Syllable structure","Tone structure") 
> STS 
               Syllable structure Tone structure 
1st syllable                   51             57 
2nd syllable                   57             71 
both syllables                 11             16 
> chisq.test (STS) 
 Pearson's Chi-squared test 
data:  STS 
X-squared = 0.41786, df = 2, p-value = 0.8115 
> assocstats(STS) 
                     X^2 df P(> X^2) 
Likelihood Ratio 0.41910  2  0.81095 
Pearson          0.41786  2  0.81145 
Phi-Coefficient   : NA  
Contingency Coeff.: 0.04  
Cramer's V        : 0.04  
> barplot(STS, beside = TRUE, col = c("grey20", "grey40", "grey60"), xlab = "Stimuli", yl
ab = "Frequency") 
> legend("top", c("1st syllable","2nd syllable","both syllables"), fill = c("grey20", "gr
ey40", "grey60")) 
 
> PST<-cbind(c(55,137,2,7),c(75,126,1,3),c(130,263,3,10)) 
> colnames(PST)<-c("Nouns","Verbs","All responses") 
> rownames(PST)<-c("[+s/+p]","[+s/-p]","[-s/+p]","[-s/-p]") 
> PST 
        Nouns Verbs All responses 
[+s/+p]    55    75           130 
[+s/-p]   137   126           263 
[-s/+p]     2     1             3 
[-s/-p]     7     3            10 
> barplot(PST, beside = TRUE, col = c("grey40", "grey80", "grey20", "grey60"), ylab = "Fr
equency") 
> legend("top", c("[+s/+p]","[+s/-p]","[-s/+p]","[-s/-p]"), fill = c("grey40", "grey80", 
"grey20", "grey60")) 
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